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Wendy BooydeGraaff

Rave
The fish is in its bowl and it’s swimming and it’s swimming and
the world around the ledge is spinning and it’s spinning, the scenes
outside are changing, always changing, and the frothy water saming,
always saming, and the fish is swimming and it’s swimming, one eye
to the inside swirling and it’s swirling and one eye to the outside
spinning and it’s spinning and the plaid couch spins and the fish is
swimming and the female’s on the couch, her face lit blue and the
fish is swimming and it’s swimming and the couch has six blue faces
and they’re glowing and it’s swimming and it’s swimming and the
thumping and the thumping and the echo and the shouts and there’s
fifty, then there’s sixty then there’s eighty and they’re jumping and
they’re jumping and the plaid peeks through and the fish is swimming
and it’s swimming and the sixty and the eighty, they are glowing and
they’re jumping and convulsing, they’re convulsing, and the bowl is
bouncing and it’s bouncing and the hands are smushed to the bottom
of the bowl and the fish is sideways and it’s sideways, one eye on the
hands and one eye on the ceiling and it’s white and it’s bumpy and
there’s dark splotch here and there’s dark splotch there, and the world
is pulsing and it’s pulsing and the fish is swimming and it’s swimming
and the hands are changing, they are changing and the fish is riding
and it’s riding and it’s blurry and it’s blurry and it’s choppy then it’s
thumping, and the fish is swimming and it’s swimming and the water’s
rising and it’s rising and it’s cloudy and it’s blue and and it’s glug and
it’s plash and it’s rising and the fish is swimming and it’s swimming
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and it’s bitter and it’s sharp and it’s wavering and it’s blurry and it’s
swimming and it’s slowing and it’s slowing and it throbs, the silence
throbs and it’s throbbing and the fish is slowing and it’s emptying and
it’s slowing and it’s emptying and it’s floating and it’s one eye on the
bottom and one eye on the ceiling, then it’s floating and it’s floating
one eye to the center and one eye to the couch and it’s empty and it’s
floating and it’s empty and it’s floating—

Molly Anne Blumhoefer

You Added Orange
(For Amelia)

2

In our underwear, we sit on the floorboards of a cabin porch. Cracked wood
beams drip a hot storm. A splinter slithers into my thigh and it doesn’t
matter. We drink warm tequila from tin mugs. It induces a poem we write
together through hours that should have included food. We’re bored on a
middle-aged vacation with our lifelong friends.
You grab my hand and begin to slowly trace the longest line on my left
palm with your tattoo-covered finger. “I told you I don’t believe in this shit,
but it feels good,” I say. I also say I love you, I love you, in my head as it
turns towards the trees, where I see my dad’s ghost walking like a bigfoot. I
don’t believe in ghosts, but this is exactly the kinda dipshit thing he’d do. He
disappears and I look up at a swirling cumulonimbus in the dark orange sky.
If I am going to believe in skin reading and ghosts, it is today.
The sky resembles those lit by charred-tree sunsets in the Southwest.
Forests burn in the Midwest now too, but here storms drip gray over every
structure, every crevice, into beetle-eaten trees and dark soils, into the fur
of wolves as blood-orange drips from their teeth and from the soaked fur of
deer and cattle. The sky is the orange of my childhood neighborhood that
my mom evacuated because of the uprising that blistered every night. But
today, the orange is not from fires. It’s tornado-orange that soaks the mouths
of wolves with hunger.
You start on another line across the pillowed part, but no longer seem
to be reading my palm, but my eyes instead. You ask, “What are you
thinking about?”
“Oh, please don’t stop tracing. I think I’m losing my mind. The sky is
like everywhere. Like a haze floating between us. See it? And, I saw my dad
there.” I point at the trees.
3
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Your finger stops. “The air is weird for sure and the guys are back there
stumbling drunk in the rain. The rest is stress. The city’s hurting, and your
dad and your friend drank themselves to death…” You keep your right hand
on my left, and use the other to add a word to our poem, and it is now
perfect and fills my crimson-orange stomach with all the food I need today.
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The devouring mouth gapes			
from earth to sky,
soundlessly still. 				
There are no flames that fire forth
as from a furnace, 			
there is no throat
to choke down the reprobate,
there is no tongue
to taste them 							
		
as they travel down,
there is no boiling lake, there is no driving wind.
There is no light, there is no heat,
there is no air to breathe or to carry a wail or a groan.
There are no surfaces
upon which to walk or fall or sleep. There is nothing
of weight to hold
in your palms, there is nothing solid to grip. There are no
bodies twisted in pain, huddled together
and tortued by demons. There is no being of beings,
only the despair
of being unbecoming being
in a process rendered
perpetually outside of time
in perfect stillness.

Daniel Emerson Lyew

You Added Orange
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Giles Pitts

Anything that can happen
While the world roils, life putters on at the canalside. It is early May. The
water, last week a muddy brown, has turned a solid, vivid green beneath the
brush of algae blooms. The morning’s news relayed the latest figures: case
numbers high, though falling. As I walk, a curl of barbecue smoke moves
overhead on the sunwashed air. Effortlessly, other people are reinhabiting
normality. But the caravans of cyclists at pace along the towpath, and the
languid groups of friends who squeeze in to make room for them, have been
turned, in the eyes of the cautious and the anxious, into vectors of disease.
Ducking into the shadows of a bridge, I’m met by a narrowboat, its deck
stacked with chopped wood and gas canisters. It looks conspicuously
flammable, like a target in a video game, awaiting shoot-em-up goons on a
scripted, predictable loop. The boat’s engine beats a syncopated rhythm on
the underside of the bridge, then quickens and levels to a snaredrum roll as
the pilot leans on the throttle and noses the vessel upstream. Onlookers are
scattered on the opposite bank—one, a grizzled Harrison Ford lookalike,
takes a long draft of his beer, then lets his eyes drift back to the clouds of
silt that billow in the boat’s wake. We are in this, I think, not equally but
together. Together in the willful blind spot of high-impact, low-probability
events. Anything that can happen will happen—isn’t that the refrain of the
prepared? The music has stopped, and we are left with whatever chair is
there before us, or none at all.
***
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Confined to our neighbourhoods, we are intimate with the local. Each
day takes on a familiar shape. At noon I do a lap or two of Tower Hamlets
Cemetery Park, etching a desire line deeper at the same grassy shortcut. The
7
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same walkers with their dogs skipping ahead. The same runners escaping
the digital coalface, blasting away the morning’s stresses. The same lone
souls in quiet contemplation, watching the progress of their feet. And the
gravestones standing sentry, unmoved by the ages, while the lives of the
living are rapidly rendered surreal.
Confined to our homes, we dream of afar. I’m in Kyoto, in a corridor of tall,
gently curved bamboo that radiates a peaceful green. Finely gravelled paths
border ornamental ponds. A tight network of alleyways; delicate calligraphy
on hanging wooden signs. Then I wake to dream by day, of ways not yet taken
and those that unspool in memory, like walking the Camino de Santiago,
and cooling my feet at the edge of a brook, then heading for bed and caring
not a jot to bunk down in a close-packed room of weary travellers, their
breathing steady through the night.

Later, darker, the street is quiet. The neighbourhood dogs, tired of barking
greetings to each other, lie in their baskets and sleep, undisturbed by the
TV’s low chatter or its flickering light. Through the ground-floor window, I
can superimpose the afternoon’s scene onto the empty street, like a glimpse
of another era, a before-and-after museum display. For an hour or two,
my neighbours had pushed back the strangeness of this shared stasis and
delighted in camaraderie, its motive and context forgotten. But this amnesia
cannot hold. We must all return to ourselves. As I move on the sofa, the
draped blanket slips, and for a split second I am alarmed and primal, taut
against a sudden threat: something springing close and going for my throat.
But no, in the hush of the night I am separate, alone. In the apartment
opposite a candle flame dances, catching my eye, and at this distance I can’t
be sure that it is safe—or if it has jumped its wick, licking at the blind, then
spilling across the floor to take the whole place in its grip.

***
One day a surge of energy caught the street outside my apartment. Newly
found neighbours enjoyed the slanting early evening light, chatting at a
distance. Cups of wine and Netflix recommendations changed hands. Little
dogs chased each others’ tails. From a high balcony, a self-appointed DJ
began to broadcast his set.
Enter a tennis ball, dropped from a height and bouncing once, twice on the
pavement, the crowd scanning the sky for its trajectory. Three smiling faces
appear above, giggled apologies. We are sport-deprived, in need of fun, and
soon the yellow ball is on its way back up the building, lobbed from one
balcony to the next, each safe catch or near miss met with a cheer or a groan
from the street. The final stage is tricky: a near-vertical upward slingshot.
Both thrower and catcher are in place. The crowd, now glued to the ball’s
progress, waits for the moment of release. But the throw falls short, the ball
crash-landing before its mission is complete, and the game of Snakes and
Ladders begins again, and again it slips from grasping fingers, or rebounds
from a gutter or windowsill. Eventually a new strategy is found, and watchers
from the opposite block are enlisted in the game. Somehow, out of my sight,
they convey their cargo to the top, where a sure-armed pitcher achieves the
impossible and sends the ball arcing back into view, over the street, over
laughing, upturned faces, and into cupped and grateful hands.
8
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Slutshaming the Little Grays: Unnamed Grandmother
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Slutshaming the Little Grays: Unnamed Grandmother
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In Full View of the Shapes ( , ) of the Others: Jose Inacio Alvaro
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None of the Above: Antonio Villas-Boas
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Brian L. Jacobs

dusty verdigrises of acumen
this pilgrim interloper
between divine and human worlds
take these queer legs
beneath these jeans
where poesy has the right
to assert its empire
in the dusty verdigrises of acumen
where erasures of Cypress California forgotten here
in this office
of no office
raging in Boulder Chinook wind
and Jean Benet Ramsey ribbons
could not serve better authenticities
turning my ashes into poetics

The Three by Isabella Kim
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with these rainbow feet
suitable for pilgrimage
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Emma Sloan

Perseids
In the beginning, the stars look like they are about to fall. Winnie, eight
years old, grabs at the back of her grandfather’s coat when she points this
out; her fists knot up in the cool white fabric. The night is cold, the alley
empty. Her grandfather is hunched over a dumpster, over something she
can’t see. His arms are already full of a tangle of metal and wires that
shine like oil under the pale lamplight.
“Granddad,” she says again, a near-whisper. She huddles closer, but
he doesn’t turn around. “The stars. They look like they’re about to fall.”
He hums, distracted. He’s picking a clump of metal out of the
dumpster with finality—admiring its egg-like shape, weighing it in his
hands—and doesn’t look up to where the stars drop like snow. A meteor
shower, Winnie later learns.
“Winifred,” he says, but doesn’t turn to her. “How would you feel
about helping me with this project? As an apprentice?”
Shock and joy pound through her like a second heartbeat. She
straightens her spine proudly, the stars all but forgotten, and scrunches
the back of his coat in the tightest embrace she can muster.
***
Winnie is nine when her grandfather begins The Project. The metal
and wires, as it turns out, are parts. “Of what?” she asks. She sits in the
swivelling steel chair in his garage, spinning idly. The parts—splayed out
like a skeleton on his work table, turnip-purple under his fluorescent
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lighting—are taking shape as he toils over them. Instead of answering
her, he lets her watch; she takes it in, unblinking. Fingers, toes. A chest
that yawns open, empty. A ribcage. Legs that slope inwards. A neck,
slender like the stem of a sunflower. A head. Divots for eyes, ears, a nose,
a mouth. “A mannequin?” she guesses.
“A robot.” For a moment he shifts as if to tap her fondly on the nose
but settles on sifting through the wires that he is fitting into the robot’s
chest instead. Winnie tries her best to not let her shoulders slump in
disappointment. “Discarded due to faulty wiring. A pity, don’t you agree?”
She swivels again. Her shoe protectors squeak as they slide across the
floor. “So how am I going to help?”
Sparks fly before he answers—white, yellow, blue. “Well, you can
teach it. Train it. I’m hoping it will become a companion for you.” He
tilts his head, running a single gloved hand around the rim of its left eye
socket. “Like a tutor, of sorts. Robots have a great capacity for teaching,
you know. It could assist with your homeschooling.”
“I don’t think I’d like another tutor, Granddad.” She could think
of nothing lonelier. The robot looked lonely too, in all its yawning
emptiness: no wider or taller than her, stretched out on that cold table.
“Should I get it a blanket?”
He scoffs. “A blanket? Be careful, my girl. Just because something
resembles you doesn’t mean it warrants compassion.”
***
When The Project is done, it stands eye-level with her, skinny in the
waist and shoulders. It blinks at her with eyes too human to meet for
more than a second. Winnie balls her hands up in the sunny yellow of
her summer dress. “Hello,” she says shyly.
“Hello,” it echoes.
“It’s nice to meet you.”
“Nice,” it repeats. Its fingers curl inquisitively against her own. Its
eyes—brown like her own, uneclipsed by eyelashes—flit to the space
behind her. Winnie knows what it’s seeing: the impassive white tile of
the floors and ceiling; the rows of shining tables, stacked with wrenches
and wires and the house’s one TV; and, beyond them, through the locked
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window, untamed grass. Sky. Wind snaking through the evergreen trees,
making them bristle. She watches how its pupils bloat as though swelling
to take it all in.
“Granddad, has it been outside yet?”
His hand falls on her shoulder, and the bite of his nails against her
bare skin serves as more than just a warning. “This is not a sentimental
gift, Winifred. If you won’t use it for its intended purpose, then I’ll revoke
it entirely.”
***
Winnie calls their outside ventures “required learning material.” She
teaches The Project how to sit crisscross applesauce, its knees creaking
in protest at the motion; how to make grass whistles; how to pour water
onto dry earth and turn it to mud.
She touches or points to everything, stressing each syllable until
the word is ingrained: Clouds. Dirt. Grass. Sun. Sky. Trees. Winnie. It’s
the last one The Project struggles with the most, her name clunky in its
mouth.
“Winnie?” it says, its dirt-streaked hands sweeping gently over her
curls, her cupid’s bow, her eyelids.
“Winnie,” she reaffirms, gesturing to herself. “It’s all me. It’s all
Winnie.”
“All?” It touches its own polished head.
Something in Winnie twists, sharp. “No. That’s you.”
On the seventh night, Winnie ducks into her mother’s room and
takes her favourite wig out from the closet; the black one, the one she
wore after her last round of chemotherapy. Winnie likes to think that
she wouldn’t mind lending it out. The next day, when she presents it,
her throat is taut with tears. “Here. Now you have hair, too,” she says,
and fits it onto The Project’s head. It’s tousled and crooked, but when it
reverently reaches up to touch the synthetic strands Winnie can’t bear to
take it off.
When the nights begin to cool, Winnie ushers the robot into the
corner of her grandfather’s garage to watch the stream of documentaries
that always flow through the workspace. Butterflies bursting from
chrysalises, the first flush of flowers in the Arctic after endless winter,
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a sky brimming with a Perseids meteor shower—the robot sits with its
hands folded and drinks it in with an innocence that even Winnie, at ten,
can envy. They sit elbow-to-elbow, awash in the flicker of the television,
and watch as stars fall.

Kirstin Ruth Bratt

A woman is chasing a bus
Third-person omniscient: It is a cold day on Central Avenue when Ann
Richards throws on her pumps, kisses her baby boy goodbye, and hopes that
her ex-husband will come behind her to take care of him as promised. She
has given him a key to her place, reluctantly, and she has only to trust him to
show up. Trust him. The hardest thing for her to do.
Second-person instructional: If you could just stop for a moment and think,
you would realize that the next bus is only ten minutes away. It’s not good to
go running after a bus that isn’t going to stop for you anyway. Next time, if
there is a next time, take a breath, sit down, maybe call ahead to tell someone
you’re going to be late. It isn’t worth the risk to get ten minutes ahead. All
the large trucks coming into the city barrel down this avenue, and they really
can’t see you very easily if you’re running close to their lane like that.
First-person plural: We see her running after the 10 bus. All of us. Some
waiting at the bus stop for the 59, some coming in and out of stores along
the block, an officer in his car, just watching her run with the rest of us. What
can we do about it? Tackle her? Yell at her? She is running in the bike lane,
right next to the traffic, and we know she won’t catch it.
Third-person limited: Ann is late for work, and it is not the first time. In fact,
her boss told her last week that she will be fired if she is late one more time,
and she understands that. She is leaving her own child behind, asleep, to
take care of the children of other people, wealthy children whose parents can
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afford to take her away from her child. When they show up at drop-off, she
needs to be there, obviously, to greet the wealthy little angels and put their
parents at ease. She understands.

Second-person direct: You run after that bus like it’s your last chance at a
sandwich. I’ve never seen you run like that, and there you are, purse flapping
in the wind, a cloth mask flying up and out of your purse and into the mud,
your shoes flopping on and off your feet. The bus isn’t going to stop for you,
you know. It never does, and the next one is just ten minutes behind.
First-person singular: When I see my ex-wife running like that, I realize
she is going to die. And for what? The next bus will come in ten minutes,
and running down the street like that isn’t worth it. If it’s me, I’m going
to realize that the bus isn’t going to stop for me or anyone late, and also,
because running after a bus takes all my focus, I could run into a pothole
and fall flat on my face and get hit by one of these trucks on Central Avenue.
It’s not worth it. So I’m ten minutes late. What about it? But there she is, the
mother of my child, running like hell to catch a bus, and instead of helping
her, I have one of those moments of fantasy. What would it be like to have
full custody, to stop asking for permission every time I want to see my son?
Raise my son in my own way? I don’t call out her, and I see when she trips
over that pothole. She falls flat into Central Avenue, and there’s no way for
that truck to swerve or stop.

Heikki Huotari

Midpoint
Self-contained,

imploding,

reenacting

battles, rhyme and reason walk into a fern bar at
an antipode and for the future Africa bids South
America farewell. But blesséd be the midpoints, the
embedded, blesséd be the middle managers for they.
There's never too much love; there's only proof of
too much love.
So will the last to wrap the Arc de Triomphe
please stand down? My draperies in maple and my
maple shaped in granite, might I iron the wrinkles
in and call them pleats? Attractors meet repellers.
Be but rolling hills. Make light of my life will you,
anti-everything?
If weight and weightlessness are both
illusions in a truly soundproof room I'll go
with what my senses settle on and be it ever so
monochromatic there is no place like the home.
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The complements of atmospheres include
too-hot and too-cold planets, some completely
liquid water. If not at the center of the universe, why
bother? Thought autonomous, my time machine

Andy Myers

goes on without me. I say, Do go on without me: I
have hair and nails to grow.

Tree of Ghosts
We moved to the cabin on the prairie to know each other better, to become
close again. We brought things to cook and clean with, things we needed to
work. We threw everything else away because what would we need besides
each other? Our cabin had a single bedroom and an office we shared. There
was no wall between the living room and kitchen. A small window above
the sink showed us prairie-covered hills and a single tree, small and bent as
if always windblown. Fireflies gathered beneath the boughs at dusk. Little
lights flashed then faded. We sat under the tree every night, telling each
other stories. We discussed fathers and grandfathers, how each of them died.
Talked about fleeing into the arms of siblings when mothers were not there
to hold us. Gave up the horrors of former friends and lovers. Explained why
it was good they left, what we learned about ourselves, how we became better
people. As we talked, silver ribbons the size of pine needles slipped from our
lips into the air. The ribbons wiggled like minnows against our palms when
we cupped our hands around them. We tried to hold them tightly, but they
always squirmed through the gaps in our fingers. They fluttered like moths
and mingled with fireflies before wind blew them downhill.
We cooked and ate together. One of us washed dishes. The other dried
them. On weekends, we slept late and drank coffee in bed. We worked
together in the office, occasionally turning around to kiss the back of the
other’s head and remind each other of our love. We always knew where the
other was, never felt alone. We learned which songs the other sang in the
shower, memorized the names of childhood bullies and imaginary friends.
We told each other stories all day. We worried about repeating ourselves,
becoming boring, so we tried telling our stories better, changing small details
each time until we weren’t sure which parts were true and which were new.
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We began to say, I thought it was your mother that left, not your father. Or,
I didn’t know you cared about him. I thought you just hooked up in college.
We weren’t sure what we misremembered, how we felt about the people we
used to know or the memories we kept of them. The fireflies’ light faded by
the end of summer. We sat under the tree and watched the sun set, silently
holding hands, staring into the dark horizon.
The prairie turned brown in Autumn. First in patches but it all dried
in time. We wrapped ourselves in blankets and sat under the tree. Heat
lightning illuminated distant clouds without any thunder. In the mornings,
plumes of smoke from prairie fires stalked the horizon like towering
specters. We knew fires were normal. The resulting ash would feed next
year’s tallgrass, but we still worried. What would we do if flames ran up
the hill to our cabin and the smoke blew through our windows? Should
we dig a trench? We did not discuss it. Instead, we crossed our fingers on
cloudy days and prayed for rain while typing progress reports. We kept our
eyes on our own screens as we worked, never troubling the other with our
worries. We only let our shoulders relax when storm clouds rolled over the
prairie, darkening our windows.
The rains turned to snow. The storms became blizzards that buried
everything in white. We sealed the windows with plastic to keep out the
cold. We had routines, knew exactly when we would cross paths, what we
would have for dinner, and when we would kiss. When asked if everything
was fine, if we were comfortable, we always said yes and held each other at
night, hoping our warmth would make the other stay in bed a little longer.
We stayed inside for weeks, eating canned vegetables, never stepping out
of our routines until a large storm knocked down power lines miles away
in the city. When we went out to start the generator, we bundled ourselves
in sweaters and coats, long johns and snow pants, covered every bit of skin
to protect from the wind. Our boots sunk into the snow as we walked to
back of the cabin, a place we had not been since summer. We shivered with
excitement when the generator roared and the lights returned. We stood
at the front door before we went back inside to our familiar habits and
routines. The miles of untouched snow softened the sound of everything,
even the sound of our breath was hard to hear. The snow reflected moonlight
so sharply stars were hard to spot. The sky was dark. We stood beneath it
bundled up beyond recognition.
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We couldn’t remember the last time a silver ribbon escaped from our
mouths, but we were certain it was before the snow and the plastic on the
windows, so we were shocked when we found a pile of ribbons hiding in
the back of the oven, tangled together like a ball of snakes. We were certain
we hadn’t heard a new story. We weren’t certain of the last time we heard
each other’s voices. We scooped the ribbons into a dust bin and tossed them
outside, where they again drifted away on the wind. We were sure it was an
anomaly, just some stories we forgot we hadn’t told that escaped after some
drinks. We were sure we already knew everything about each other. Then
we found another ribbon inside the lamp shade. Then more lingering in
the living room’s upper corners. They wedged themselves between pages of
books. Memories crawled in the walls like bats. When we woke to a glittering
swarm of ribbons above our bed, we stood on the mattress and snatched
them from the air. We left the dinner table to catch them in cups, stepped
out of conference calls when we saw them fluttering in the dark of a closet.
There was no way to know whose memory we caught, so, in jest, we blamed
each other. This one is cold, must be one of yours, or, wow, you really won’t
let this go? Each one excited us, terrified us with the threat of persistent
history, or filled us with nostalgia. What if that ribbon was about drugs you
did in college, or your bad friend, sometimes lover who still called to talk
about sobriety? Each one was some part of us, something we had done, the
other could trap to let lose in a tense moment.
We kept the ribbons in a jar that glowed brighter with every memory
we collected. We added to the jar until the silver light kept us up at night
wondering about the people and places in those stories, how dedicated the
other might be to them. For better rest, we moved the jar into the office. We
slept better but did no work. We made spreadsheets of all our past addresses.
Instead of e-mails, we typed the names of ex-lovers and dead relatives. We
moved the jar to living room thinking the light would be charming in the
evening while we sat together, reading on the couch, but the light was too
strange to read by. What we knew about each other haunted our home like
the few secrets hidden in the backs of our minds: thoughts about the sound
of a co-worker’s voice, how her bony hips might feel against ours. Or an old
relationship ended by a few small mistakes. We could’ve made it work and
been happy, given another chance. One of us wasted water doing the dishes
the wrong way, sang the wrong lyrics to our favorite song. We thought about
returning to the city crowded with things and people to distract us, places to
be alone, where we could be more like ourselves, less like us.
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When the snow melted, we drove to the far side of the tallest hill we
could see from our kitchen window. We left the jar there but the ribbons
returned while we cooked together and one of us wondered, who taught
you this recipe? When reading a recommended book, we wondered who
recommended this book, and why to you? How did they know you would
enjoy it as much as you do? We wondered why you loved us? Had you loved
anyone else this way before? We tied ribbons to the tree’s branches, so we
could keep an eye on them, make sure they didn’t invade our home again. We
tied ribbons to the tree until every branch drooped to the grass, exhausted
by memory. By dusk, every ribbon, every secret we let slip, was fixed, no
longer able to torment us.
The tree did not grow leaves in spring. The ribbon’s glow blocked light of
the fireflies, and the sound of wind blustered ribbons made it impossible to
talk. Instead of sitting beneath the tree, we read books on opposite ends of
the couch. We worked late in the office, treasuring the small tasks that were
ours alone. We drove to meetings in the city instead of making conference
calls and cherished time on the road singing along to songs no one knew
we enjoyed. We texted old friends, asked about their families. Did they miss
anything from before they settled down? We continued our routines and,
while doing dishes in silence, looked at the tree. Each memory shimmered,
the only light except stars. And though we were safe, terror twitched across
our faces when wind fluttered the ribbons to furry, pulling the tree’s branches
further from their roots as if they might rip from the ground.
Sometimes, when one of us was away on business or in town for a
meeting, the other went to the tree alone, untied ribbons, put them in their
mouth. The ribbons thrashed, cutting their cheek’s flesh. We shoved them
in our ears, hoping they would feel new again, that we could retell them for
the first time. But they slipped away, and we had to catch and retie them
to the tree, another part of us damned to the prairie. How could we keep
them close and safe? Sew them into our jacket’s lining, a secret saved for fall?
Press them like wildflowers into the pages of a journal? Maybe it’s best to
keep them tied down even though a strong wind could uproot the tree and
every story we had, every memory of ourselves, would drift into the plains,
glowing like ghosts in the dust of gravel roads. We hold each other knowing
only a thin barrier remains, a few stories and desires separate us, keep us
from falling into one another. We shiver when we are lonely, every time we
hear stories we already know by heart.

trembling into oblivion by Sulola Imran Abiola
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Hypnopompic Hallucinations:
The Many Shadows of Deimos
1.
Pull from my strand and the length will shudder from shaft to end. Spade
for my flatbed and soil does not dig up the nightmares that wyrm with
the wyvern. Does not gather up dirt and grime beneath the shade of my
fingernails. So I paint them black because I am too afraid to see, clearly
see, the short comings of their cleanliness—How many stone giants have
I disembowelled over these commons? How many lay in wake to feed my
black orchids? As the field expands over time, no edge, no perimeter, my
questions lord over the untended lawn, blistering the grasses with silent
ravages of a distant sun.
2.
Those giant stone carcases, wadding with their slime and scales amongst
catfish and salamander, I tell them my secrets. Of Deimos. Not moon, but
shadow; creature. I tell them of his subtle cruelty; that I cradle a crow under
my breast, and though it is stowed away in flesh, it still flutters, stills motions
with wings dipped in syrup and cyanide. All biter. Hot like the amber liquor
in my belly. Hot with a temper. His broken, little thing to admire, caged
within the boundaries of his aviary. Grand and beautiful the prison would
seem if only it would let sunlight in. My orchids in the vase sing, reassure
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me of a promise unfulfilled in their scent. A long awaited sleep that will
never come as long as those whispering, teething orchids speak long into the
night. Scream rasp into the blight.
3.
Behind the spiral of bars, wrought iron made malleable to the swirl of a
tempest (cry: brouhaha!), he fingers me, ever so tenderly, in the cotton candy
pink and blues of my brain. A soft, sweet indulgence which he rips apart,
parsing my fractured algorithm, the writ of my dendrites, into something
whole just so he can take his claws and shred, like confetti. He feels me
dissolve over saliva, filling him with a rush, with the vivid imagery of fictions
that are secret in the nimbus of my sugared clouds. In the fluffed and gentler
cumulus parts, the world is hauntingly awake, ad nauseam. The monsters
run amok, and I fail to bite the venom of my cottonmouth—spit coated in
fades of gold when he kisses me under moonlight. A kiss for sleep in the
poise of watered graves keeps me from dreaming, leaves eyelids parted.
4.
Sack of grain pressed onto the mattress, muscles that are obvious and unfelt,
I am sunken, draped royal under the shadow of Deimos. A paralysis of
creatures sits on my navel, swooping lower and beneath. With nary eyes
nor teeth nor smiles to dream, but hands—So many hands! So many limbs!
Stretching. Aching. Their very embrace, the antithesis of luminary. Void.
Drawing in light, drawing in space. Ghostly graces. Sundowner. Spirits over
ice. Cold shivers down to my fingertips. Then, clarity. Nerves, over-receptive
to his stimulus. Persistently, he fingers for my equator. O, yes! Sickly sweet
sound of rushing waters. Slick with my margins drawn askew. He pulls at
their ends. At their marionette strings that anchor and hoist all mangled sails
thru, supplanted in these fervently fertile soils. And—O, yes!—I can feel his
breath. Hot miasma in broods of October. His phalanges span the eternity of
tree bark, and the circumference of untended root tendrils. Forever seeking
me out in terror. In perpetuity. Marked from the day of my baptism, the start
of a hunt that wars endlessly still.
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5.
In harvest season, he ploughs me for all I've got. The yields are scarcely
enough for droughts, and after he is done, I must start again with the little
he left behind of me—Maybe the only satisfaction to be had is to become
the scarecrow in the end? If so, how does one make straw from the land? He
fingers me again after the replanting, my scarecrows weren’t tall enough to
guard the lands. He continues to pull at my strings: a thread, a violin chord.
Every lent fibre of me continues to appeal to his touch. His dominance is the
very sky over my hushed worlds.
6.
I dance, like his good little blue jay, from one hand to the next, escaping his
clutch by the breadth of my hair strands shed across satin pillowcases. My
softness is tired. My yields, depleting. But I belong to Deimos, and he to me,
so I eat at my soil to fill the pit of my stomach, diluting the heat of my temper.
Deimos palms into me a verse, spoken with his many mouths: Did you know
Babylon held many inside her? Alike, you carry these malformations—
hideous, limbless, those with too many a limb—inside you. They sounder
like swine in your brain. They call you home. And, as intrusive as they might
be, they belong to you. As I butcher another silent guardian, another rock
giant which holds a new, unexplored universe of potential within its bonds, I
understand what I am. I am madness. I am sanity. I am the beholder of many
creatures, written and unwritten. Such is the fate of my dreamwise state, my
paralytic sleeplessness, an eyes-wide-open reproach of my restless mind.
7.
Awakened, the rock giants mend themselves again, give themselves new
form. The scarecrows burn in barren fields, unploughed. My orchids turn to
mulch in the murky waters of my vase, their song, that unfulfilled promise,
is given voice in the physical: Tide! Tide! Tide! Come. Wash my bones, wash
them bleak. Rush to the edges. Part the sea, from cusp, from sweetened
mouths. Spill the waters of Tartarus, the flow of nightmares and the spring of
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creatures, spill them over my mossy grave, that sacral written in soil which
was once the flatbed of my orchids, the butcher place of my rock giants, the
muddy post of my scarecrows, wash and wade, leave it clean for my next
shadowfall.

Joanna Theiss

Dido the Queen
Aeneas sat next to Dido in Contracts. She liked his smell, of salt and clean
dirt, as if he’d been wading through floodwaters. She liked his hair, buzzed
down to a velvet cap. How all of his questions came out like answers.
On Tuesday, Aeneas asked Dido to come to a yoga class with him.
They met outside, humidity like a stagnant puddle, the setting sun a sailor’s
delight. Aeneas took Dido’s mat from her and rolled it out next to his. During
Warrior Two, Aeneas led with the wrong foot and Dido’s nose came within
inches of his, the pores there like exquisite tide pools.
In his car, in front of her apartment, Aeneas told her about the storm.
Aeneas said that his building hadn’t been evacuated until much later than
it should have been, and that he had been stuck in gridlock out of the city
for hours. That didn’t seem so bad to Dido—nothing like the squalor of the
Hippodrome or being shot at by police—but Aeneas’s voice shook when
he told her about it. Idling in a humid van with other scared law students.
Missing meetings of law review.
When he tired of her soothing, Aeneas played a song from a CD he slid
out of a cloth folder of them, stashed between her feet. The song was about
a young man who fell in love with a simple, beautiful girl. Unfortunately for
the girl, the young man’s destiny propelled him far above her, into the stars,
where the outline of his body would form a constellation.
When the song was over, Aeneas told her about his own destiny: running
the family business back in California, marrying the daughter of a television
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star. Aeneas’s assuredness about his smooth, warm stream of a life, the song’s
acoustic guitar, and the yoga-induced relaxation in Dido’s hips, led to
the next part.
***
After that, Aeneas stopped coming to school. Not next to her in Contracts.
Not under the hunchbacked sabal palm where Dido had first seen him,
playing hacky sack with the other Tulane kids, his distressed Levi’s low on
his slim waist.
Dido checked the student lounge, where snack machines lined the walls
and students highlighted in their thick, leather-bound books. She pulled out
her phone, again.
One missed call, but just from her dad.

everyone was packing up, Dido lingered until she was behind one of them,
within tapping distance.
“Did Aeneas go back to New Orleans?”
The girl flicked her eyes at Dido, then towards the sky. “No, no one’s gone
back to New Orleans. His mom came, actually. From California.”
With her back straight, in case the girl was watching, Dido marched
into the student lounge. At an empty place she unzipped her backpack and
took out her own leather-bound book. She read about option contracts,
the fine details blurring away Aeneas until he was simply a boy pretending
to be king.
Dido was no pretender. “You are a queen,” she said out loud, pressing a
neon yellow stripe deep into the thin pages of her textbook.

***
The summer Dido turned twelve, she and her dad drove up to Maine, to a
rental cabin across a highway from the ocean. Exploring alone, Dido found
a tall pile of rocks that formed a cave against the windward side of a dune.
On its sandy floor, against dark brown walls dripping with saltwater, Dido
dreamed, cross-legged.
When she heard the boys’ voices, Dido was singing a love song from the
radio. She shut her mouth when their shadows blocked their entrance. She
pulled her knees up to her chest when one of the boys, an older, local boy
with angry freckles, squeezed against the rock, lapping towards her, like the
first wave marking the beginning of high tide.
But Dido, for all of her cowering, knew the gods, and she remembered
them then. She gripped her good name in one hand, her pearly throne in the
other, and Dido roared from within, impelling the boy backward with the
force of her scream.
Back in the cabin, with knees scratched and gritted with sand, her dad
looked into her eyes and said, “You are a queen.”
***
Friday: Contracts again. Again, no Aeneas. From her seat up high in the
amphitheater, Dido could see the briny heads of the Tulane girls. While
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a fly on the wall of picasso's
studio
sees a man (naked) sitting (naked) at his easel
as his female models arrive (clothed), tells them
to get (naked) ready so he can paint them
(naked), poses them (naked) however he pleases;
his (naked) hands on their (naked) hips,
he isn’t looking at their (powdered, blushed, lip stick
painted) faces, tells (naked) model #1
she must have put on weight, he (naked)
finds her less appealing (naked) than he did last week.
She should really work on that.
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New God
God is dead by His own hand, struck down by a bolt of lightning that He
threw up in the air and let fall down straight onto His heart. My brother says
He did it because He wanted to prove He could. Only God could kill God.
Only God could even try. Typical machismo.
Grandma says He did it because we asked too much of Him. He was
tired, she says, of picking up after us. We have to muddle onward alone
now, without our greatest protector. She cries as she says this. She picks out
flowers to put at God’s grave: white lilies, though my brother says to pick
something cheaper.
They’re both wrong. God did it because He was alone. He did it because
He was powerless. He did it because He could do nothing for us. God had
taken a step back from the world when they took polo out of the Olympics
and couldn’t figure out how to step back in. He sat in the sky and listened to
prayers He couldn’t answer. He played jacks by Himself after googling the
rules. He threw the ball in the air and grabbed a jack off His cloud-table. He
swiped for the ball, too, but He missed by a millimeter, hand passing through
empty air, and it fell through the clouds, half-formed rain gripping to its
surface, then through a flock of geese, clipping one on the wing. It continued
downward, bouncing off Qatar Airways Flight 1077 to Johannesburg, where
one little girl looked out and saw the ball, rainbow-colored rubber, drop past
the window. It picked back up speed, gaining heat but not enough to singe
it, only enough to have a faint odor of burnt rubber that a raven smelled
without knowing what it was. The current generated by its fall pushed a
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hurricane that would have hit Miami, adjusting its trajectory toward Tampa
Bay, and still the ball raced, faster, faster, falling, falling, falling—
—and hit a woman in Dubai, caving in her skull. God’d killed plenty of
people before, but never on accident. Never like that.

Turns out that God had fallen right into her perfect spot. She only told
anyone once the game was over and we’d all gone home. I never saw the body
myself. Not even Julian knew. She went back there, over and over and over
and over and over and over again, hiding with His body. Alone.

***

***

Grandma was the one who argued for Him to be buried here. The Pope
wanted to move Him to the Vatican. Others argued for Bethlehem, or
Jerusalem, or cremation. Grandma thought He should rest where He fell.
“God wanted to end it here,” she said in an interview. “Shouldn’t
we respect His wishes? We failed Him for so long. Can’t we do this
much for Him?”
Her hands worked a pair of knitting needles, fashioning a pair of
socks. When they’re finished, they read “RIP” on one and “GOD” on
the other.
“So you think this was intentional? That He chose the local scrapyard on
purpose?” the interviewer said, legs crossed, hands clasped just above their
knee. “Why would He do something like that?”
Grandma stared at them over her bedazzled pink reading glasses.
“Everything happens for a reason.”
It was during this interview that my phone buzzed. God had sent me a
text on a three-day delay, explaining how, explaining why. He said He picked
me because He didn’t think I’d care. I haven’t told anyone.
Maria Cordero found His body last week. We were playing hide-andseek in the scrapyard—me, Maria&Julian (the twins), Matty, and Little
Bonnie Baumgardner. Little Bonnie was only there because her mother had
picked up an extra shift and asked us to watch her and no kid said no to Lola
Baumgardner. So even though Little Bonnie couldn’t keep her fingers out of
her nose long enough for the snot to dry off, we let her play with us. Even
played hide and seek, since she’s so little. We got rid of the tagging rules,
though, because no one wanted to touch Little Bonnie. Instead, as soon as
you were found, you lost.
With the rules change, you couldn’t depend on speed to keep you safe.
You couldn’t run for home base (the tire tower, ten feet tall in the middle of
the scrapyard) so you had to find the perfect hiding spot. That’s what Maria
did. We played seven rounds and never once caught her. She came out when
we called olly olly oxenfree, but otherwise she was invisible.

Maria doesn’t come back for another two weeks. She comes in her own
limo, with a bodyguard towering over her, shoving aside all the blind men
crying, the woman with no legs, the child with a burn disfiguring her face,
the tabloids and paparazzi scuttling all over the schoolyard, swarming her
like ants who found a cookie on the ground. Julian is next to her. He waves at
me and Matty as they pass, shepherded in through the parted sea of cameras
and microphones and rosaries. Maria does not look up.
“Did you hear?” Matty says. “They want her to be the New God.”
I scrunch up my nose. “She spit pea soup in my hair last month.”
“They say since she found Him, it has to mean something. Everything
happens for a reason, you know.”
“Maybe sometimes that reason is that Little Bonnie Baumgardner has
snot-hands.”
Matty laughs.
Maria&Julian eat lunch at a table in the center of the cafeteria. I don’t
know who starts it, but when I look over at them, kids are coming by and
leaving their rolls by Maria’s tray. Idiots. The roll is the best part of a school
lunch. Julian stacks them up in a pyramid. He gets to the third level before
it topples over.
I tear off half my roll in one bite, swallow it so fast that I get the hiccups.
Maria does not touch the rolls, doesn’t even look at them. She drinks apple
juice. Eats a ham sandwich. Someone comes up to her with a bottle of olive
oil, trips, and spills it on Julian. In the commotion, the bodyguard shoves the
kid with the oil on the floor before beating the crowded kids back, keeping a
three-foot distance from the table from all sides.
Maria wets her napkin and dabs the oil off Julian, fingers pressed to the
back of his neck, his head bowed before her. The assembled students and
teachers roar, surge against each other. A bra is flung onto the table, leopard
print and lacy. Four students end up in the nurse’s office, two with bloody
noses, one with a dislocated shoulder who had to go to the hospital, and one
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girl who says she saw angels floating down and singing La Camisa Negra by
Juanes. All the background instruments played out of their mouths. Three of
them were guitars, but there was only one angel for all of percussion.
***
Grandma has started selling her socks on Etsy. She’s making onesies and
oven mitts and flask holders. The business is going crazy; my brother has
convinced her to hire an employee, someone who knows how to run the
social media for her new brand. He no longer argues with her when she
buys expensive bouquets to lay at God’s headstone. She’s our main source of
income, these days.
Grandma quizzes me on Maria, sometimes. What’s her favorite color
(yellow), does she have a dog (no, she has a bearded dragon named Sweet
Potato Casserole), what are her opinions on Israel and Palestine (I haven’t
asked). “If that girl is the New God,” Grandma says, “I want to know who
she is.”
I haven’t spoken to Maria since hide-and-seek. Bodyguards and
believers follow her everywhere. Julian gives me updates, sometimes. She’s
meeting with the President tomorrow, and she’s wearing a new purple dress
that the Pope sent to her. The Southern Baptist Convention is convening
Thursday to vote on if women can become pastors, since the New God is a
girl. Every country in the world is sending some wood to a local carpenter,
who is building a ladder to heaven for Maria to ascend. It will rise out of the
junkyard, straight up to the place where God fell, blackened husk, crisp from
the lightning, eyes blown out of His skull. Oh, yeah, that’s the other thing
Julian tells me: Maria, on TV, says that God looked peaceful. Like He was
sleeping. Curled around her in her hiding place like a cat, or a blanket. At
home, she wakes up screaming. She smells His burnt flesh, sees His mouth
held open in a scream, arm stretched out toward her to drag her down with
Him. Julian says Maria only tells him the truth anymore, since their mama
doesn’t want to hear it.
I ask him about Israel-Palestine. He says, “What’s that?”
“I don’t know. Grandma was asking about it.”
He shrugs. “I’ll ask her.”
***
All of Maria’s online accounts have been silent. Julian says that she won’t log
in to them anymore because she has too many messages, but their mama
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won’t let her just delete them. I’ve texted her, but she hasn’t responded. Julian
says he doesn’t know anything about that.
We have math together. Pre-Algebra. Maria doesn’t say anything, but
the teacher always calls on her anyway. Wants to know what she has to say. I
think if Maria said two plus two equals mashed potatoes, that’s how it would
be taught in every school from now on. The sun rises in the morning and
sets in the evening. The sky is blue. Two plus two is mashed potatoes.
One week after she comes back to school, I text her during class. I watch
her phone light up (none of the teachers care if she has it out, if she watches
TV, if she picks her nose and eats it) and she looks at the screen. She doesn’t
type anything. Doesn’t look at me.
I rip up my homework into tiny balls and wet them with my spit. I take
the straw out from my apple juice box, load it with my spitballs. I fire the first
ball and miss, hitting Maria’s chair instead. I fire again and hit her bookbag.
The third spitball hits Maria on the back of her head. Her hand flies up, and
even behind her I can see her mouth twist as she feels the wet goo in her hair.
She pulls it out and turns to glare at me, upper lip curled in a sneer. I
stick out my tongue.
“Maria,” the teacher says, “is something wrong?”
The whole class turns to look at Maria. One girl leans so far out of her
seat that she topples out.
Slipping the hand with the spitball into her pocket, Maria says nothing
and faces forward again. The teacher sees me anyway, straw in hand,
ammunition littering my desk, and orders me to the principal’s office. There’s
discussion of expelling me, but they let me go with a warning, say Maria told
them to show mercy.
I text her on my way home that I didn’t need her help. She doesn’t reply.
***
The woman God killed was named Fatima Iqbal. He wrote about her in His
text. She was Muslim and devout and obsessed with the Great British Bake
Off. She had two dogs, two kids, and a husband who all loved her desperately.
She died the day before God killed Himself, on her way to pick up a toy for
her son, a stuffed bear that her friend was mending. She stopped walking
to shoo away a goose that was in her path because she was deathly afraid of
them. If she hadn’t stayed there for an extra thirty seconds to get rid of the
goose, she’d still be alive.
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The ladder is finished, towering over the scrapyard, over the school, over
the entire town. More and more people are flocking in. The inn has so many
people staying for so long that Mr. McCleary, the owner, finally has enough
money to hire another manager and go on vacation. Sullysville and Garnier
to the west and east of us are full up too. Someone is trying to build a new
hotel, but it won’t be ready in time. Maria is ascending today.
The first 300 rungs of the ladder are made of wood from the Amazon.
The next 100 are from the local forest. I don’t know about the rest. Julian told
me, but I forgot.
Grandma and my brother are going to the ascension, but I have homework
and Grandma hasn’t forgiven me for spitballing Maria. I wait until they’re
gone, until I hear the car shudder and whine its way out of the driveway,
until I can look out the window and see nothing and no one, everyone in
town at the ceremony. Still, though, I can hear them, a cacophony buzzing
through the air, just loud enough that it can’t fade into the background.
I go into Grandma’s room and grab her wallet, pull out her credit card. I
pull up the website for a florist in Dubai and order an arrangement of white
lilies for the grave of Fatima Iqbal. God told me where she was buried in His
text. I don’t know if this is what He wanted from me or not, but I don’t think
it matters.
Outside my window, the ladder stretches into the sky. Squinting, I think
I see Maria, tiny, in Her new mink coat, climbing into the clouds.
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Revelation 093

The Fence

Off the plane again, your knees crack after sitting for twelve hours. You are
back in the river valley, the air sweet with glorious, simultaneous leafing out.
Vapor is heavy—already collecting on your cheeks. You pop the lone olive
you carried nearly 5,000 miles in your makeup case into your mouth because
you realize Customs won’t let you keep it. You score the flesh with your front
teeth, making a sloppy cross and press down, spinning it, swallowing salt,
swallowing bitter. You drop the pit on the tarmac hoping a starling scoops it
up, drops it somewhere fertile. Holy, holy. You think about survivor plants,
ones that evolved thorns, darkening and hardening with age, breaking
through roads and medians and brick. The word invasive catches in your
throat. Do not cultivate. Gut them out, neighbors say. But you know the old
ones ate their sweet pulp, brewed tea with their pods, and loved the thing for
the thing itself, light on top of light in poor site conditions.

I used to walk by the open field every day—when it still was, in fact, an open
field. Now it’s a fenced-off area, a measured plot, or plat, on which high-end
condos are destined to be built. So much for those who inhabited the field
before and thus had a prior claim on this microcosmos, this bit of earth that
was a whole world for the insects, birds, plants, trees, and other living beings
who called it home, or visited it as a favorite stopping-place.
The more I thought about it, though, the more convinced I became that
the fence, or at least the act of fencing, was only an illusion. After all, even
though the fence stretched across the back and front of the lot containing
the field, i.e., the field’s northern and southern sides, there were gaps—
entrance and exit zones—at the corners. Further, both the eastern and
western sides remained unfenced. Nor was there any fence in the air above
the lot, of course, just as the field’s grassy ground was unchanged, or, rather,
un-chained-in.
Early one morning, while walking past the lot, I paused as a gray cat
gained entry through one corner of the front fence into the supposedly
cordoned-off field. With the animal staring at me from the other side of the
fence, I called out: How do things seem in there? Has the fence kept anyone
out, or in?
Although it was difficult to hear, let alone parse, I construed the cat’s
silky and muted reply as follows: You and your ilk may think, in your
characteristically obtuse, fumbling way, that you can fence off a field, but
it’s a fool’s errand—a fool’s error, really. Look how readily I got in, and I
can leave just as effortlessly. It’s easier to stop the dew from forming on this

honey locust
standing on the edge
of summer
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summertime grass, or to block, in this sea grape next to me, the flow of
nutrients coursing through its vascular system, than it is to fence in this field
or, indeed, any field.
Returning the next morning, I walked over to the fence and gripped it
with both hands, my fingers spread wide in the mesh, like claws. I gazed at
the thick, platter-like leaves of the sea grape to which the cat had alluded;
spotting a cricket as it navigated one of these large round leaves, and speaking
in undertones, I queried the insect: What do you think of this fence?
The cricket’s response was even less audible than the cat’s had been, and
was delivered in an even stranger tongue. But from what I could make out,
the insect replied along the following lines: That mesh can’t keep me, nor
any of my kind, in; nor can it keep us out. We pass through such barriers,
and far more challenging ones, constantly, by deforming, or terraforming,
our bodies, and by informing, or brainstorming, our minds; by rubbing our
legs to create soundforms, and form sound creations, in the face of which
such barriers dissolve, as sandbars wash away into ever-changing seas. We
become waves of wavelengths, swerving around any obstacle of verticality,
passing over any horizontal hindrance. What are fences to invertebrates
like us, whose lack of boney backs gives us our backbone, our incessant will
never to cease willing, to flow on into ongoingness, amid seed, stalk, and
stem; along root, limb, and leaf; through door, window, and vent; via soil and
stone, silence and sound? A fence, for us, is freedom.
I decided to return to the field a third time the next morning. On this
occasion, I followed the path that the cat had taken two days previously,
squeezing around the edge of the fence at the northwest corner of the lot. I
walked right up to the sea grape mentioned by the cat and climbed on by the
cricket, whispering my question to the glossy, thick leaves near which hung
a cluster of green fruit: And how do you feel about the fence?
The answer, or what I took to be the answer, was even fainter, and even
more challenging to interpret, than the cricket’s reply had been: Porosity,
mere porosity—even though porosity, it would seem, is a monstrosity to the
stale installers of that fence. I am rhizomatic, and therefore (it’s automatic)
diplomatic, whereas that upright, uptight fence seems to say fight, fight, fight.
I use such rhythms and rhymes sometimes, to catch your ear and be clear, if
only for a moment. And then the real communication can begin, the xylem
and phloem that leads from me to you, and you to me, the interanimation
whose termination the fence seeks, however feebly, to bring about, by
creating doubt that you and I are fellow travelers and more—members of
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a community whose bonds the fence cannot interrupt, let alone disrupt or
corrupt. My chorus: that the boundary set between us—or constructed for
us—is inalienably porous, and mostly amorphous. Our link, therefore, belies
the fantasy of a fence, the dream of a clean break from which we must wake,
before it’s too late.
Cat, cricket, sea grape: knowledgeable, and knowledge-giving,
interlocutors, one and all. Insofar as I understood them, they, too, saw
the fence as an illusion, or, better, a delusion. But just how far did I, could
I, understand them, and what accounted for the distinctness, the noncongruence that kept my understanding at least partly in check, or out of
sync? Was our separateness due to a meshwork or a wall, a solidification or a
fracture, a dehiscence or a collapse? As I turned these questions over and over
in my mind, I imagined myself stealthily approaching the field at twilight.
I am walking bipedally, or on all fours—I’m not sure which. I have, and do
not have, a backbone. I am metazoan, but also plantaean, one crepuscular
presence among so many others. The fence recedes into the gathering dusk.
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Abbreviated Space
(A) period of childhood traditions used to simulate time travel/ hardboiled
and gasping for inner light some traffic of bruised fingers, knobby and waiting
for change to swallow Jonah whole *along with a truckload of distractions.
We would find him meditating on enumerable isolation, a (god), as night
transpired within the whale’s abdomen. We are all left weightless in this
world confirming we all are a collection of thought matter and ash. Artful
hands, lives scrawled into palms, light fingers wrestling with our fragile
mortality. When Jonah was spit out of the sea (whale) where he had spent so
much abbreviated space which was monstrous, there was a tiny light in the
dark that flickered when it spoke.

Above the lightosphere by Sulola Imran Abiola
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Stargate
I am hemorrhaging on the bathroom floor. Velvet blood pouring from
between my legs, clotted then smooth. I think it will stop but it doesn’t.
Something has gone wrong. I try to hold it in with my hand as I crawl into
the car. My new baby is asleep in his carseat, still yellow-skinned from a long
and violent delivery three days before. I leave a red skid mark, a gory gash on
the leather passenger seat where I ride for seven minutes to the ER.

8 lbs. 12 oz. born on the Fourth of July, Jack Wyatt. My eyes were closed
when I finally pushed him through, three and a half hours of Olympic
breathing and forcing. When I opened my eyes to search for him, we both
gasped, our bodies still in sync, like his life wasn’t just cut from mine with
a pair of surgical scissors. The nurse was holding him up for me to see. He
looked like an octopus, dark purple, his tentacle arms and legs sprawling
in all directions, grasping outward at new life. I cried and said something
like, “Hi, baby,” in a voice that was feminine and mystified. The nurse placed
him on my chest and he peeled open his wet, black eyes in search of me, in
search of the flute-like sound of my voice that he must have heard piping and
singing within my echoey ribcage all those months. He bobbed his head like
a duck searching for breadcrumbs. “He’s hungry,” the nurse instructed me.
He latched right away. Nothing much came out at first.
He looked just like his father. A round head and golden hair, the kind that
only seemed possible after the kiss of the summer sun, not the kind that
happened in the lightless tombs of a dark and crowded torso. But golden,
it was. He even had rolls where his wrists and ankles should have been,
fingernails the size of raspberry kernels. That first night in the hospital, as we
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both sat awake by the moody glow of the neon hospital lights, I wondered:
How did I make this body? How did I make this baby? Without even an
inkling of the complexity- involuntary, perfect creation. I was still so young.

Once Jack arrived, nearly two weeks after his due date in the middle of a rainy,
Colorado summer, our house smelled like some kind of rank, overgrown
ivy—earthy, though.

I sit in the waiting room for nearly an hour. They seem so relaxed at the
front desk, like they don’t realize my stargate is purging and the universe is
pouring out. My mother-in-law is rocking my baby, who is still mercifully
sleeping, with one hand, and with the other, she is holding me upright. I
shake uncontrollably and I’m starting to turn gray.

The air conditioner didn’t work, but it was cool enough not to need it anyway.
I’d painted the nursery Teddy Bear brown, but we set the bassinet up in our
bedroom. Aaron quickly became a master at swaddling and he even woke up
in the middle of the night to bring me the baby so I could nurse him without
really having to open my eyes. When he was done, I would sleepwalk him
back to his bassinet with the lights off and Aaron would already be snoring
again. I was in love, but I was also surprised to feel a palpable anxiety. Tight
in the throat and sweaty when I put Jack down, like he should still be a part
of me. No one told me it would be like that. I checked his breathing often,
watched his chest rise and expand, his little face twitch in a milky dreamland.
Mostly, even during the day, he just slept all the time, but I didn’t use that
time for anything more productive. Less often than I wished, I napped when
he napped, together with him on the couch. I’d let his little arms straddle
each side of my torso, his round, precious head rest on my chest, and let him
listen to the raucous sounds of my digestion, the whirring and whooshing
inside my stomach, the low bass of my heartbeat as I, too, fell asleep.

“Help me,” I plead. Still bleeding, quickly. They must hurry to stop it.
I am on a table now and they pad my crotch with gauze and push on my
stomach and I no longer have a baby or a name or a heart or a brain or a
mouth, I am just my uterus, swollen and throbbing and gaping and dying.
Emergency surgery. My face is feverish green and I am crying. Who will
hold Jack? Who will feed him?
“Don’t give him formula,” I beg, as the nurse attempts to pierce my forearm
with an IV.
“We’ll take good care of him. Trust us,” the surgeon says to me from across
the room. I don’t have a choice.
Under anesthesia, I feel something at the core of me glowing—light pink,
dark purple, then brown. I am asleep, but aware, and I feel raped and jostled,
a corpse losing light. But I am at once, both desperate to return to my child,
and also surrendered, resolved to fade away into the warmth of whatever
drugs are coursing through my tired, hungry body.

My mother called Jack our “honeymoon baby.” Aaron and I were only
24 and 25 years old, high-school sweethearts who’d made it through the
questionable years without letting one slip through. We were past college
and just married and so it was no longer taboo to have a baby, but it was
still too soon. But, we were so excited to have a son; stressed and entry-level
kind of poor, but we were good kids, in love and doing what felt like the next
natural thing.
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I awake war-battered but numb, my gown is drenched. A warm wetness
fountains from my breasts.
“Your milk came in!” a nurse casually shares with me as she offers to help me
change my drenched gown. I cannot stand yet, so she sits me up and I cower
over. My insides feel hollowed out. Streaks of brown blood are still pasted
along the insides of my thighs.
“Surgery was a success,” the male surgeon says.
My uterus is still there; oracle of new souls, priestess, channel to a life bridge
between worlds. The drugs are wearing off. I feel pain now. Where is my
baby?
“There will be scar tissue,” he explains. “You may have a hard time getting
pregnant again.”
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IV antibiotics but no stitches, remarkably. They bring Jack to me. I hold him
again and nurse him. Should I nurse him after all those drugs? But I do. My
spine hurts, the lower part, like it has been nicked with a scalpel from the
inside. No way of knowing.
“You can go home,” the surgeon seems happy to share.
I am not sure if I want to.
In his bassinet, Jack sleeps through the night. I think. Or maybe I just don’t
hear him cry out. But the sun is up now and so are we. I sit down to nurse
him in the big green recliner by the window in the front room where the ivy
is trying to grow up through the window well. Outside, I can see a pregnant
woman on her walk around the park, steering her ship of a body around
deep puddles and cracked sidewalks. She looks so swollen and alive. I cross
and pinch my legs together, I am still wearing a panty liner. With a rush of
pins and needles, burning in my breasts, my milk lets down and I gush a
little warm blood into my underwear. Cramps, too. My post-op notes said
that could happen but not to worry. They don’t want me to overreact. I feel
nauseous, and also blunted and rocky on the inside. I cradle Jack in one hand
and hold up my top with the other. I don’t think I will ever be pregnant
again.
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I sing to him some more and release my head to rest back on the recliner as
his eyelids grow heavy. Still suckling away, one by one his muscles go limp
and then his jaw falls open, a little milk pours from the side of his lip and
pools on my arm. And then I rock him for a while, careful not to shift my
weight so I don’t feel the sticky, warm plastic between my legs.
I see the pregnant woman returning around the block again, long curly
hair and voluptuous, fleshy arms. She holds her belly like pregnant
women do.
And I wonder if the gates have closed between my legs and between worlds.
I wonder if there can be no more coming or going, maybe not now, maybe
not ever. And will God be done with me then? Is God done with me now?
Jack, sweetly dreaming, presses his foot into my soft belly, but from the
outside now.

I am so in love.

I feel my face flushing red and pinch my eyebrows together but I cannot
help it, wild hormones pulse through my blood vessels like a drunk on a
bender and I cry and clench my teeth as I pull Jack off my raw, chapped
nipple. Through tears, I smile and talk sweetly to him as I sit him up over
my shoulder.
I sing to him,

I love you so much, I love you so much, I can’t even tell you how much
I love you.
I pat his back lightly in upward motions and he bobs his head. He burps a
soft, effervescent burp and we switch sides.
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An Ode to Porcelain and
Unfinished Farewells
She’s like something alive but pretending not to be—
porcelain dances across tile, gyrating shadows
and the rustle of polyester. Chipped and painted eyes reflect
LED numbers, seemingly frozen—both the digits and the pupils,
why does it feel like nothing is moving anymore?—but you can still
hear the music box creaking slowly along and the passing time
washes over your skin like tree bark.

It still tastes like the parking garage air from back then, the crisp
summer-mornings-dew-drops-snails of a big-city apartment courtyard, roses
half-wilting and walls scraping the sky. Oh, watch them sway in the wind,
gently now, gently, and maybe the lightning won’t split right through you.
Do you remember when you saw her for the last time, slipping through the bus
doors, her scarf tied tightly around her head? It wasn’t the last time
your mother saw you—no, far from it, and she still sees you now, flesh melting
into porcelain—she still sees the way your lip curls in disgust.
She won’t forget the lilt at the end of the song,
			tipping into a goodbye, a crescendo,
					a dissonance
			
as you the memory cracks over your skulls and leaves
		
the two of you bleeding out side-by-side.

You found her at the thrift shop lined between ceramic animals
and fraying dolls, a porcelain pierrot lined with pearls and
scratchy fabric, singing its gratingly gentle song. A music box, a tune
so familiar, so nostalgic, so melancholy, you wanted to weep, but
instead you brought it to the cashier. You paid with the change in your
pocket.
Now the adrenaline is television static beneath your fingertips,
telephone wires gouging scars across the moon, cavities in the linoleum,
and you know—oh, you know—that you recognized that tune, the one
your mother used to sing while folding the laundry, the one she hummed as you fell
asleep on the sticky leather couch. Except those dreams weren’t nightmares,
those nightmares weren’t reality. That was years ago.
Tomorrow they’ll find you slumped on the kitchen floor, tomorrow
they’ll find your head cracked like the doll beside you, spilling,
								spilling,
							spilling.
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You’re home but the key doesn’t fit the door, warped
		
with rust and age, windows fogged with sweat,
doorknob slick with pus.

Charlotte Gutzmer

Reflection Envy

Bore a hole through the brick again—
Hitchcock espionage, ceaseless watcher, the drafts get colder
each time you come home. That night a dozen of you
		
in the cracked-glass reflection of the bathroom
			
mirror pull out each other’s eyes.

				
Consider the mirror:
silver-gilded pearl-inlay reflecting fluorescent,
lining shop walls like pretty cells and primped hells,
		
a parallel, smiling strangers and doppelgangers
			
whose eyes couldn’t possibly be yours.
				
They shine in a way you’ve never seen before,
			
radiation smoke on broken New-York bus-stop glass,
		
polished nickels-dimes-quarters and burnished brass
		
on Chicago gas-station floors.

		

How can I earn enough to be you—

These dull corneas will never do—

					
You tear off your skin for the third time
				
to keep warm at night, magazine rat-nests
			
plastered to the walls, an attempt at insulation,
					isolation,
		
remind yourself the weekend’s coming soon

				

and you might stand a chance.

A chance to scrape spare change off your ribs,
to dig nails into your stomach for dinner,
		
to walk barefoot through the snow just so the
				

splintered floors don’t feel as cold.

you have to wonder, but your reflection can’t say,
too busy carving numbers and crossing hearts
		
through glimmering glass, silver-plated prices
			
on mirrors you can’t afford.
You walk home now past crematorium storefronts
burning Vogue mannequin ash-bitten consumers,
		
coffin-camera chic watching with Clockwork Orange
			
intent; it’s hard not to laugh, tugging ankles
				through tangled-cobweb doorsteps
					
with the tag still on, fifty-percent
						off respite-ripping coupons
								from cartilage.
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To have a single thing
The girl sits at the wheel with a bucket of water, a sponge, and a vaguely
circular lump of clay. Squints an eye. Measures her throw back and forth
five times before committing. She mimics the tired woman’s demonstration:
stooped shoulders, bowed head, closed eyes, overturned cup visualization—a
small shallow bowl—and that’s when she feels it. A nip at her veins. A ghost
beneath her palms. Something moist, like she’s touching the clay, but she
isn’t. Her hands are still just above it. Her foot isn’t even on the pedal; the
wheel remains still.
She moves her hands imperceptibly. Peers like a girl does from behind a
couch when her grandfather has come home late, from behind a heavy door
when she’s heard the wrong sound. There’s a bowl. Smooth and shallow. The
size of her palm. Just like the one she’d pictured.
The underside is smooth and dry as bone, doesn’t droop and hide the
way she wants to as she watches approval pull all over the tired woman’s face.
The tired woman places the bowl on an empty shelf, turns back to the girl
and, with a flourish, a flick of the wrist, says one word. Yours.
She clears her throat fast and hard. Mouths an awkward thank without
the s. Then, she hovers her hands and makes another bowl.
***
She doesn’t stop. Skips all her classes to make bowl after bowl after bowl.
Dry as old skulls, they sit stacked high on the shelves. To make them, she
doesn’t touch the clay at all, doesn’t even have to pull a chunk from the bag.
She just hovers her hands until they’re slick and sting like she’s ground them
into concrete.
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Alone, she picks at twirls of dead skin and wonders what exactly is
beneath it, tucked between folds of muscle, tangled in sinew. Sometimes, it
feels like sand roiling through her veins. But when she asks the tired woman
why she can do it, this small magic, she watches defeat winnow across the
tired woman’s face like a combine. We all get one thing, the tired woman tells
her. This is yours.
Sometimes, the girl sits on the floor in the center of the studio with
the bowls stacked around her like a coliseum. Or an ossuary. Here, she
has weight. A presence. The bowls, though perfectly round, seem angled
toward her. And sure, there is some amount of training to her magic. The
tired woman nips at her with an arm torn from an old model skeleton. She
chants the same three words: good at this, good at this. The skeleton’s fingers
are chewed to a point, and if she flicks its wrist the right way, they leave
behind little red dents in Juliana’s skin that look just like Sealy’s play bites.
It’s not those marks that hurt her. It’s the fact that her grandfather lost Sealy,
their slate gray kitten, in a bet. It’s that she had to hand the cat over to some
guy at the door herself. It’s that this magic is useless because it can’t get her
anything. Nothing she wants.

Eventually, she stops asking what’s inside her because she knows—need,
raw and pulsating. If she isn’t needed, she is nothing. If she doesn’t give, she
can never take.
She gives until the studio is so full of skulls, they can’t get out of it. Some
student looking to work opens the door and the skulls avalanche toward him.
The girl tries to get away, to go anywhere she won’t be found, but the bowls
use their screaming mouths to catch her ankles. Somebody tells someone
something that makes them take her away, wrap her hands in gauze, whisper
kind, empty words in her hollow ear. And the tired woman is gone. Just
another thing she’s lost. There’s no meaning to it. Not anymore. A counselor
brings her to an office, has her sit with an old woman in a wrinkled gray suit,
has her drink two hot chocolates and describe what’s happened to her. And
she tells them—she got one thing. That’s all.

***
There’s something in the studio—or maybe it’s just what happens when
you’ve piled body after body after body, discarded—that makes the bowls
sink into little screams. The girl and the tired woman build a ruin, right in
this studio, only the girl is carrying the construction all on her own. The
tired woman had magic once, but not anymore. She doesn’t have much of
anything now, and the girl knows the magic did it, that it’s true. Everyone
gets one thing.
In a rare moment alone, the girl tries to make something with the clay
for real. But when she throws it on the wheel, the mound glides away like
it’s a magnet and she’s a magnet and scientific law mandates that they must
resist each other. Her hands go numb. She goes back to her old ways, hovers
her hands.
But something’s changed. The bowls start to dimple. Grow marks like
little crescent moons. Some have wobbly lips and gashes, the kind a girl gets
when she’s arm deep in dark drawers, scrounging for tools to fix a dribbling
leak in the tub at home.
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20/
the creature gazes
where its future lies
it whispers imagery
from wilderness paths
by roads silted & turned
& bodies tossed & burned
they trade in secret effigies
knowing & not knowing
a combination that leapt the trees
& sugar-coated its poison daggers
across seamless bridges & sultry seas
where mine was gorged & trumpeted
they called on us all to unite
in the rapidly spreading aftermath
we smiled & linked our treasures

Fireflies Disappearing into Moonlight by Bill Wolak
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swamped in brittle victories
torn from the pleadings of our mouths.
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to an oxford chair
disembowelled a cancer chain
X marks this spot where folklore blood was

Clive Gresswell

& among creeping vines
& such graffiti as

5/
time & skies blue lock

the 21st century can muster
lies the piss & shit
the human belly of hunger.

faultless jaybirds
swooping on derelict avenues
they, desperate, stink of the rich
fleshlings in a void
such homeless a number
imagined as in millions
glass howls at bellowing poverty
then shatters epileptic
as boris johnson-kind don robot suits
head for the coal mines
(where it all began maggie).
now ‘tis shelter.
in everyday tongue screams
the professor
whose illegitimate claims
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9/
stepping gundogs
sniff the air
(walking to keep up)
charitable cops
discarding replica prime ministers
another doggy-language
howls in the aftermath
where photographers/capturing grey skies
emblazon
new colours for new spring collections
daffodils worn in the emptiness
of unemployment
discolour
stem the flowering of squid-ink capital.
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The Star Daily-Cobalt
Could I have a word with you, or a ray with you? You can’t let go of me, I’m
your battery, your reason, your devotion you didn’t earn. You now know
you must again pull the cobalt from the mines now for your electric car
batteries—an electric car battery can’t run without cobalt—and the dirty
mines are dredging again the gun-metal gray slag, neither shiny nor dull.
There is a town in north Ontario named Cobalt. It became almost a
ghost town, but now it thrums and drums and runs again, and cobalt, which
means goblin, is mined again.
But I am not cobalt. I am sun; I am top of the ladder, the glowing thing
lighting whatever you have trapped in a beaker, I am brightness running the
fashion show, revealing fabric; I am heat and warmth. And I will die too.
There’s no battery for me—to extend my life.
And I, if you will allow a star to be an I—I do not imagine for many
moments you might care.
I’ve talked with you about all my doubts about the constancy and beauty
of the moon or water; my doubts about…the simple darkness that is always
plotting against me. Though all of you need me desperately. And don’t
believe I’ll go. That will be someone younger’s matter.
The coffee-seller is trying to sell his ancient coffee weighing scale,
emblazoned with the word FAIRBANKS. He once paid $2,500 for it, and
now it is listed on the local mountain-town sales list for $850. Now, he says,
if you can find men to lift it and bring it to you, you may have it for $450.
The Egyptians said at the end you face a scale. If you soul-weight more
than a feather, you are doomed; you will not go to the afterlife.
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So this scale, the coffemaster’s scale, must be for the one-life onesoul hopeless.
Or consider: The tomb may be the hideout away from the cruelest king
of all, me. There they are in the cool dark, eating the old honey-soaked things
and looking at the gently colored drawings on the walls. The gently drawn
waving, swaying, fringing reeds. The gold and the silver and the cobalt blue
on the vases say they are important, though they are in the blessed continuing
exile of death. What will my outer space storage be? Oh, blast it all, why
hope or be sentimental; we only hope to go on after death. Perhaps what we
will become, particulate or blasted or beautiful or damned, will be a better
thing than what we have been and we will have better purpose? Perhaps all
of us who die of pancreatic cancer will become, say, The Pancreas planet,
and there those with mighty but delicate renewed pancreatic will flourish
and protect the other pancreatic-vulnerable, and special forms of art will
come from us who were once slain by the cancer of the pancreas…most of it
the bitter color green that they say forms the pancreas, that little intense and
bitter and sweet organ no one noticed till it was invaded by enemy, cancer.
Those of you who die of cancer of the breast will live on the planet in
which everything is named milk, and all buildings are the color of milk, all
the various hundred shades, as all the buildings are warm orange in the city
of Santa Fe…
Give me the Migraine planet in which only soft music plays, and there
are no electric lights.
Take me to groceryman’s children’s planet, where everyone takes a
turn in front of the store, sweeping the walkway, saying hello to all, and
in the distance play the brass bands of the military, where good American
grocerymen and their patriotic hearts came from, dreaming of a PX for
every general public.
Give me the planet for the men and women whose movies never became
famous and beloved; they all live in small houses in which there are demands;
you may not sleep each night till one new short film is completed. It may be
about your breakfast. There are easy subjects.
There is a planet for the shy. There they walk the streets saying whatever
runs through their head. There is a lot of talk there, some of it unreasonable,
but who cares.
There is a planet for those who never learned to swim. It is all-day swim
lessons here, till they get it. But some do not, I must tell you; they still cling
to the sides of pools. But we’ve given them all the lessons they could learn
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from, if we could only clear their ancestral memories of some thing or things
that warn them not to swim. We do not promise perfection.
And what is my favorite? Mine is the dark one, the one covered by
clouds, where sun fights and fights to be but cannot get in. This planet is very
popular with virgins, and people who married the wrong person and want
their old emotional launching spot back, and counsel everyone to avoid
relationships. Yes, I could be there, and say someone did me wrong, and no
one should love anyone, and the best vegetables and mushrooms are grown
in almost-dark, slowly and thoughtfully, and all stories should be told by
campfire where no—morning comes.
But that is me trying to turn sour grapes into fine wine, and I have a better
choice somewhere, but that’s difficult when after being The Light-Sceptre
and The Light-Blaze you know you are due to be The Light Extinguished,
and no one wants to buy stock in you; they only want to throw you away,
and ask who your dubbed and nominated substitute is. I must tell you, no
one wants to be my substitute, because they’re doomed next. I’m contagious.
So I keep it mum and quiet that I’m the doomed, and I let people take
me casually, because what they don’t like to know I’m in denial about as well.
It’s not good things you hear about the stars-extinguished; the worst in them
comes out then, it spins out like toxins released; the star you thought was
creative and good and kind becomes bitter, bitter, bitter.
So there is a town in North Ontario. Dreams take you, and me, there.
Where I would be welcomed in the goblin-cobalt mines, in Cobalt, Ontario,
North: and the miners would understand me, as normal people on the
cursed crust of the regularly illuminated earth don’t. Well hello, they say
as they arrive deep down in the dark, as they arrive down deep where no
light follows. Hello, and what truth for me today? (For this is why miners
stay miners; there is a truth they come to they would never come to in light,
or even half-light. Down below you realize if that person you have been
wondering about is any good, or hopeless, and you know it clear as day; as
you come up above and you know which of your clothes are your best friends,
and which you would rather not touch ever—there is only the throwingaway ahead. Being spoiled by light ruins your constitution; everyone needs
to know what it is like to be without light for long periods, longer than night!
It is miners who have their heads about them; they are my comrades, my
soulmates, one foot already in almost hopeless Hell.
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The Star Daily-Cobalt

Which brings me to solstices, those days that are the shortest, and
the longest.
I tell you now here that these are the days that reveal.
Whatever happens that day you must believe, even if it is difficult
believing. Believe me, in that greenish stingy day of winter solstice, you will
want to laugh off every happening; you only want that awful day done.
And in the summer solstice shelf of time, that longest, sun-bolt yellow
day in summer, such endless shelf of time—everything on display, whether
or not it wants to be—you will also similarly lessen any event or happening.
So great is your irritation the sun will not go away, and leave everyone alone!
Anything that happens you will tell yourself is not good or true, and was
overly influenced by a surfeit of light. (Or, in the case of winter solstice,
not enough.)
So how do you come to true? You write down everything that happens
these two days, every quarter hour, and you submit these lists to me. I will
read them, then tear them to equal square bits and mix them, and then
pour old and slightly rotten water over them, kept for too many months in a
cistern, and we’ll make a big show of trying to set them on fire, but not being
able to, though we are the sun and its various sibling stars. Rotting water is
normally our enemy.
But I have someone who eternally loves me, named Douglas, whose
mother makes fine quilts, and she will piece together the soggy bits, and
air-dry them, till the writing reappears though runny on the pages, and a
diviner whom I know who accepts cookies with raisins in them handmade
as payment—she will appear and guess the contents of each unreadable
square, and swear by that reading, and little Douglas, who never grows older
than second-graded-year, holds up the magic quilts, and awards them to
various people to hang in their homes, and I pat his head and as a present
promise him a return to a sunny planet.
But he’s a good boy and will not go, as a true miner will not give up his
friends or his mine or his mother; he will go into the final dark if he ever
dies as the Travelodge sleepy bear walks forward with his eyes shut, wearing
a beloved striped nightshirt, and a candle held in one hand: the dark-mine
faithful. Don’t try to persuade him.
What was I telling you? That I know my death is coming, and cobalt
mines are making a comeback? And that batteries for our electric cars are our
future, so listen closely when they tell you the cobalt mines are important,
cobalt with its goblin power of storage in the storage cell of batteries; and
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so are light and life, and no, you may not buy a star. There is no store for
stars, neither batteries for us, unless you know great grand Santa Sol, who
is a healing myth, but you persist because he always has a favor for you, and
you are more inventive than the battery makers for solar and electric cars.
Perhaps then you’re the winner of the fairy tale sweepstakes, and you’ve
made him real, you fine engineer: and he’s got a favor for you.
Wear a silk scarf that catches sun.
Move your feet more quickly than you think you can.
Have photographs taken of you, and remember, darlings, I am in every
photograph with you. And we die together. When the sun rays die, you do,
and I do, and we share one song. There is a town in North Ontario. Dreams
take us there, and drop us off on a desolate stage, and say good luck finding
the ladder down. But somewhere there’s a ladder up and a ladder down. Don’t
give up, my darlings. Even I dream there is a norther North Ontario, where
we may tarry, and have explanations for things we thought we understood,
but didn’t. The eternal dream of parent and blanket and star.
It comes, it goes. It ebbs, and flows. God bless God blessingness
on bleakness.
I’m offering some basic courses in how to protect your shining star or
sun; it’s basically lessons in how to talk to me. I think you’re enrolled. Thank
you for your attention. Yes, I have a voice, yes, no one must listen to me; I’m
on another wavelength.
Talk to me in the dark; have a notebook, ideally, a black and white
composition book; learn to write with no light around you, as artists learn
to draw without looking at the surface upon which they are drawing. There
are moon-shaped crescent cookies you may eat, dusted with powdered
sugar, and coffee that was born from beans in a canvas bag that travelled
long distances; and there is blueness in the world, which both of the full
solstices are starved of. Your job is to bring blue back in full fever and full
intensity. Let no one go patriotic or pancreatic about gray. Gray is the color
of desertion.
Must go. My deadline is as soon to me as yours is to you. But my deadline
is greater and bigger and needs more explanations.
Don’t take notes. It will prevent your having to remember them! All
people remember all things wrong, except the miners and their children.
They remember true.
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Lyric of Ash / To Body a Pompeii
Ash on the breezeway to dusk
wilds backtracks their fathers' names
to a lineage of raptors swelled
into a cyclone, the wrecks of nativity.
Ash trees in the irony of how
hell is in every cell of this city, the wails
of expanding gods capitalize the voids,
bellwether its ransacking.
Ash on the mountain, scatter ashes
of firebirds in the mired valleys &
bloodstreams, cite repertoire of
undying amaranth mountains.
Ash to the wind, to dust to graves,
to the merchant whips & ships
ash to gods stuck in diaspora,
lost in whorls of foreignness.
Ash to the uniformed rebellion,
night-wearer of grief
ash to turbulent divine warfare
swallowing the lost comrades.

Quest for light by Sulola Imran Abiola
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Lyric of Ash / To Body a Pompei

Ash to the doors death doesn't knock,
ash to the glass tongues of death,
ash to salted lips, to cities
becoming ashtrays.

Olumide Ayodele

RE: Y'all Think Bird Get Lost?
Last night
aradid, nightjar, a cool breeze passing through the willows,
a cricket on the skin of the murky river, a cat wearing the night,
a traveler seeded in cowries; this convergence of elevated nocturnes.
It was a communion rite—a starless night curled an austral lozenge of mothers
adorned in spectres of earth-catamenia, sharing the grace before
unfleshing a scapula from baobab's breasts and saying,

this is flesh, let us eat. This is blood, let us drink and bloom
in the sparkling darkness and may the threads lead us
in the antiquities & combustion of souls
Morning
a creel of confession from a thud interspersing the daylight,
a bird-mother left without the flesh of night & plumage, the mob
with all his fangs snatched her dark wrinkled body, pinned it down
like a question mark. She pleaded lost—now, is the sun a lollipop trap,

mother icarus? old witch! is it that a smile unhinged
on your lips, or is it a cake of blood?
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Slow-Slip Earthquake
The day I was born, an earthquake damaged the remains of Holy City, a ghost
town on Highway 17. For years, I drove past the little green sign marking
the turnoff and wondered what Holy City might be. In the early teens, the
bustling town sat between Santa Cruz and Santa Clara on the public route
before the construction of Highway 17. Founded by an extremist cult leader,
the 142 acres housed peculiar roadside attractions: a zoo, service station,
peep show, and shoe repair. The city declined in the early 1940s when the
founder’s zealous agenda no longer received support from travelers. Today,
the ruins of a single building remain a dark secret hidden among modern
houses where people keep their keys in the ignition of 1960s rusted Chevy
trucks. As I glide around the mountain curves, sick to my stomach, wishing
for better history, I wonder how earthquakes decide what stays and
what goes.
()*				
()**
))*
•
In her book, This Is How I Save My Life, Amy B. Scher, a young writer
from Northern California travels to India for a stem cell treatment—a last
cry for hope to cure her Lyme disease. At night, she talks with a rat from
her hospital bed in a strange blur of psychosis and reality, like psycologist
Marion Woodman’s near death on a trip to India in which a large Indian
woman sat beside her each day in the lobby of her hotel without saying a
word until Woodman recovered. Later, the woman’s husband said, “My wife
knew you were dying and wouldn’t leave your side until you lived.” Perhaps
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it’s the profound spiritual sense, attention to the worship, and presence of
deities that make the country a deep place of healing.
Scher’s real healing during treatment arrives unexpectedly from living
outside the confines of the life she lived in California. She tries food she’d
never allowed herself to eat, pierces her nose with her mother, and falls in
love with another young woman. Both Scher and Woodman, like Elizabeth
Gilbert and countless other women who pilgrimage when something drives
them to leave home, saved their lives by living.
*
			

*

*
*		
*

*
*

*

My Lyme doctor, who I call Doctor in the Purple Shirt, sent me to a doc I
call The Whistler, not because he liked to whistle, but because he blew things
through me like tin. The first time we met he said, “Can you imagine being
well?” in a thick accent I couldn’t quite place. I stared at the papers on his
oak desk, searching for answers among the mess: vials, powders, bottles of
supplements, a tiny gong, nothing seemed to say yes. “No one has ever asked
that,” I said.
“Good, now we can begin.”
*

*		

*

For eight years, I insisted I would not take IV antibiotics. When I first got
sick, I thought they were too expensive (I was on my mom’s insurance then,
so they probably weren’t). I refused to get a PICC line for the obvious reason
that no one wants a tube exposing their heart to the outside world. It was
too much to clean weekly, upkeep with saline between infusions and mix
antibiotic solutions at home. I didn’t want a constant reminder of illness the
world could see, and wasn’t willing to undergo surgery for a chest port. I
have always been deeply stubborn; Lyme made it worse.
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Scene opens in The Whistler’s office. Patient X sits in a chair next to him
while he flips through pages of results.
The Whistler: We cannot start with Apheresis.
Patient X: What?
The Whistler: You’re too sick.
Patient X: But the Doctor in the Purple Shirt said it’s what I need!
The Whistler: No, I had a man try that recently and it wiped him out, his
system wasn’t ready. We have to prepare your system first.
Patient X: What is that going to cost?
The Whistler: The front desk can go over it with you and your mom.
Patient X: Okay, what do you have in mind?
The Whistler: I’ve had a lot of success with intravenous silver.
Patient X: What?
The Whistler: Elemental silver. It works like colloidal silver, but in its particle
state is small enough to pass through membranes.
Patient X: So it doesn’t turn you green or poison you?
The Whistler: No, it also doesn’t cause any Herx reactions. It feels and looks
like water.
Patient X: Okay, what’s the catch.
The Whistler: We need you here every day for a month.
Patient X: No. I have a job. I can’t just not show up.
The Whistler: Take a medical leave, go on disability.
Patient X: No! I’m not disabled. I’m not sick like all these other people. He
said all I needed was apheresis!
The Whistler: Okay. Okay. No need to get upset. Can you come in three
days a week?
Patient X: Yes.
The Whistler: Wonderful. Now the only thing left is to schedule you for a
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PICC line.
Patient X: WHAT!?
The Whistler: Did I not mention silver has to be administered through a
central vein? You’ll either need a port or PICC.
Patient X: You did not…What are my other options?
The Whistler: Here, there aren’t any. Do you want to get better?
Patient X: …
The Whistler: Like I said this treatment is showing great success.
Patient X: …
The Whistler: And we can start in the next few weeks. What do you say?
Patient X: …Yes…

cannot seem to acclimate to or separate from. The most difficult part of this
is that I have a legitimate fear of showing people my less-than-perfect self.”

…
…
…
… … ……………
…
.

I walk into a café on San Pablo Avenue across from the sex shop with elegantly
frosted windows. It’s the first time I’ve left my house for any place but the
clinic since a line was surgically implanted into my bicep. I sit. Anxiously
steeping tea, the steam begins to warm me; I apprehensively slide out of my
jacket. The friend across from me asks questions, sipping her floral-scented
mug. The man next to us looks up from a pile of books on his table.

The procedure begins with an incision. Wrapped in
paper on another table, The Whistler drops a syringe
under her tongue as her skin tingles numb. A small
knife pierces the milk of her arm. He turns on the
reader, a smokey slab of glass above her body, glowing
a map of her bones, muscles, and arteries, he threads
a tube through the hole, snaking each curve and alley
she feels herself sloshing over like a bucket at sea until
the sensation stops. She coughs as The Whistler glints
his teeth, taping her arm for security he wipes away a
single drop of blood.
……………
…
The slow-slip earthquakes are what they sound like, a motion that happens
far deeper in the earth than the earthquakes we feel. This, in part, is due
to how far below the visible surface they occur. In This Is How I Saved My
Life, Scher writes during an erratic EKG, “I am experiencing a discomfort I
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The Whistler slides a white mesh stocking over my right arm to hold my
PICC line in place. Like an eye in my arm, ready for people to see me.
()()()()()
“It turns out that I am a closet control freak in serious disguise,” Scher
writes and I wipe the tip of my PICC with alcohol for the third time before
flushing with a syringe of saline and a syringe of heparin to keep the line
from clotting. I do this twice a day on days outside the clinic.

“Is that a PICC line?” he asks.
“Yes…” I reply, shifting my eyebrows.
“PICC lines are awesome!” he exclaims, nearly dropping his pen on the floor.
“Are they?” I ask, regretting leaving the house for this.
“Yeah, saved my life when I had cancer in college,” he replied with a smile.
“Oh,” I said quietly.
“What kind,” one of us asks.
“Lymphoma,” he says, sipping his tea.
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For a moment we sit in silence. I stare at the steam from my tea as it shapes
into figures dancing. A few months before, another woman working in
theater wasted away, consumed by her cancerous lymph nodes. When we
first met, we had a competition to see who’d amassed the most peculiar and
rare diagnosis and treatment. Over the years, the balance often landed in
her favor. Three days after she missed work for the first time, I bought a
pink crystal rosary at Walgreens (to call in my grandmother) and drove five
minutes to shave her head. The night she died, I sat with a friend in a bar I
hadn’t been to since the week I moved to Berkeley, watching the Cubs win
the World Series. Plastic skeletons hung from the ceiling as we cheered
through our tears—she’d always been a fan of underdogs.

the time I shit myself outside a gallery in Davis during the annual ceramics
conference where my mother’s college students set up elaborate exhibits on
the lawn outside a rustic Boy Scout cabin.

“Congratulations,” my friend said. And I thought, does this ever all feel
so incredibly arbitrary that it’s no wonder we throw our trash in the
recycle bins?

A slow-slip earthquake, scientists say, can last from mere hours to days.

Hard lines and edges dissolve in the slow-slip earthquake. Our ability to
control anything disintegrates when illness takes hold. I walked three blocks
to Gap, bought myself new underwear, and sat in the car staring at a statue
of a dog made from blue vinyl records until it was time to drive home.
• *
****
*

****

“What I wish I had known at this time in my life,” Scher writes, “is that
everyone is perfectly fractured. The cracks that I thought were only inside
of me are the same cracks that everyone has. And both the cracks and the
repair work are half the point of this life.”

At Scher’s moment of crisis, in Delhi, she writes, “Let’s face it: my regimen
of control may possibly not be the most effective approach to life. I think it’s
time to let go.”

We talk a little longer, finishing our tea, and thank the cancer-PICC line
survivor for his time, pushing our empty mugs into the center of the table.
We burst through the door into the street; the hint of the marina tickles our
skin into laughing.

………………………
………………
…………
……

“I think we just met your future husband,” she says. I went back four
Saturdays in a row, hoping to see him studying, and began to wonder if he
was ever there at all.

Scher writes, “When I first begin this experiment of letting go, I fail quite a
few times, only to reign it back in like a cowboy who temporarily lost control
of his horse.” Five hours, the tube sucks blood from my left elbow through
a series of filters, returning it through my right elbow. My nose drips; the
cannula blows oxygen through me. A green stress ball moves between my
hands as each cramp from the consistent squeeze to keep up my blood
pressure. On the wall in front of me hangs a painting of a Sonoma vineyard.

-

-

-

--------------

A few years later, the same friend mentioned a bout of incontinence, a time
she peed herself while having coffee with a friend. “It went from ‘I have to
go’ to a warm release in an instant. I had no control.” It reminded me of
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One day in second grade, I was sent home due to flash flood warnings.
My father’s truck engine filled with water. The school playground became
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a lake. In the sixth grade we watched a film about tsunami warnings, the
loud speaker that sounded like screaming calves as rain muddied the soccer
field. Ten years later, winter quarter at UC Santa Cruz was still known as
the “quarter of endless rain,” as I navigated the puddles of the Theater Arts
Department. The apheresis machine filtered my blood three times, collecting
particulates I did not need, reducing my inflammation load. When I was
young, some summers brought small fires to the mountains not far from our
home, but nothing like the smoke that billowed ash atop my car in Berkeley
when Sonoma County burned. A friend told my mom, “I’ve lived here my
entire life, I don’t think anything has changed.” I wonder if she asked, “When
was the last time it rained?”
…
………
……
…

unable to reach the ends of his orthopedic sneakers. I wrap my thumbs
around my big toes and roll onto my back, realizing the Doctor is also a
patient.
•

After my second apheresis failed, spattering pink blood and plasma across
the linoleum floor, I went back one more time for a successful procedure.
The white filter collecting junk ran almost clean, and I could sense my body’s
need for freedom. That weekend I met both the Doctor in the Purple Shirt
and The Whistler at a meditation retreat. For two days it rained as I picked
at oatmeal in a paper cup while one of their wives asked about the musical
adaptation of Monsoon Wedding.

“I’m done, actually.” I replied without thinking; color returned to my body.
That evening, I asked The Whistler to remove my PICC line, to which he
said, “No.”

……………
…
The stage flooded with silk marigold curtains as Aditi Verma sang Be a Good
Girl, a power ballad on the pressures of living up to her family’s traditional
expectations. While outside the Taj Mahal with her parents, Scher writes, “it
is now that I feel something I have not felt in quite a while: the ease of my
parents. Through the past years, I have been acutely aware of their worry,
their cautionary observation of me when they think I might be in pain or
discomfort. But right now, I am once again their little girl, and they are just
regular parents…”

In the clinic, magnesium and vitamin C drip into my arm as a woman asked
about my silver treatment. “Oh, so you’re in the second group of trials?”
“Excuse me?” I replied, not sure what she was referring to.
“Oh, I was in the first group a few months ago, flew down from PDX,” she
said, casually glancing at her iPad.
“I don’t follow, sorry.”
“There were six of us in the first group, we all went through the four weeks
together, and now you’re in the second group. That’s great!” She swiped
something on the screen erasing all feeling from my body. Not once did
anyone mention only six people had tried this before.

*
			

*

*
*		

*

*

*
•

*•

*

•

The first foreshock of the Loma Prieta earthquake came the day I was born,
the second five days after my grandmother’s 65th birthday. The shock was so
severe the seismographs were overwhelmed.

We leave the dining room and enter the meditation hall for yoga. The room
splays into happy baby. The Doctor in the Purple Shirt sits nearby in a chair,
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*
•

*•

“I’d like to do another course of silver” and “you’ll need it for next few
months for nutrition,” The Whistler said as I looked at the yellow super-bills
from the last four months. When I cried, he told the front desk to check on
me because I was being an emotional girl.

• ;
• ;
• *
After my PICC line came out, I cried all the time and no one understood
why. Within a year, my period returned, my mysterious bald patches
regrew, and on the 28th anniversary of the Loma Prieta quake, I
announced I was cured.

*•

*)(
)_____
__

I cried for a week and The Whistler didn’t budge until my mother wrote him
a letter. He responded with a written order and left me a voicemail saying I
could come in the next morning. By the time I got his message, The Doctor
in the Purple Shirt had already pulled it from my arm.

As the Cypress Street Viaduct fell, a segment of the Bay Bridge caved into
the lower deck, killing a 23-year-old woman. I imagined the opening of Judy
Grahn’s "A Woman Is Talking to Death" where she witnesses a motorcyclist’s
death on the Bay Bridge.

The removal of a PICC line is simple. Peel back Tegaderm, paper tape, soak
off the padding that holds the line in place, hold your breath, pull. Some
people do it at home. $70 later, I signed the credit card slip with an X as the
PICC line lay limp on steel tray.

…in the dark
stiff wind it seemed I would
be pushed over the rail, would fall down
screaming onto the hard surface of
the bay, but I did not. I found the tall young man
who thought he owned the bridge, now lying on
his stomach, head cradled in his broken arm.

•
•

48 hours later, I scrubbed the right side of my head in the shower for the first
time that year.
•

*•

On the evening of the Loma Prieta quake, part of the Nimitz Freeway
collapsed, killing three drivers. The Cypress Street Viaduct opened on June
11, 1957, connecting the Oakland freeway to the San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Bridge. At the time, this juncture of the Eastshore Highway was still
part of Highway 17, the same road where my great grandfather died when
his apple truck toppled over, at the height of Holy City’s roadside fame. My
father said he was riding on top of the truck that day. The Cat’s-Paw, played
at the theater that week—a naïve missionary embarks on a program to root
out corruption.
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A few days before Halloween, a manilla envelope arrived in my office.
Inside, a card with a giant googley-eyed Lyme dancing. The envelope rained
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confetti on the carpet; my friends who work back stage all signed their
congratulations. Little blue letters sparkled, you are a unicorn!

º ºº

ºº
º
º ºº º ºº
º ºº			
º ºº
º
ºº

º ºº

Promise by Hyewon Cho
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House of India #46

Nana's Boy

I desire weights and pulleys. Nerve and flashlights. Decorative boxes. I like
pipes and wiring. Pie filling. It may sound silly, but the waitress’s appearance
obscures her absence.

There's this wheezing in Nana's throat that sounds like a broken kettle. He
listens to the sound, grinding his teeth until he feels a molar wobble.

Here is a photograph with the word “hell” written on the back along with
a smiley face. Here is ink. Here is blue and the slight chemical scent that
makes blue possible behind a nude body.
Counterweight discourse pulls me toward the obvious: I belong to you. With
sprinkles. It looks like rain. What she is talking about stands in the way of
what I am talking about.
Did they have a man who was only a floating head in her village? Did his body
climb a rope that led to a mysterious cloud years ago? Without beheadings
and invisible threats, we would spend all day making love in secret gardens.

On plastic chairs they eat. She spoons lumps of watery carrot into her mouth.
It dribbles out and falls on to the table cloth, filthy with the stains of past
meals. A fly circles the broken ceiling fan. There is nothing to break the
stink of boiled vegetables.
"The weather was nice today." Nana speaks through wet gravel. "Wasn't
it nice?"
When Nana's not gumming vegetables, she's looking out of the window.
Mumbling about sunflowers and corn. It's February, the weather is not nice
and the last time they bothered with the crop, Papa was still raking his dirty
hands through the stony soil.
"More bread, Nana?" She hasn't touched the first piece. The butter melts into
the cratered surface. It's destined for the bin.
"I've been listening to the birds today," she says. His hands clench around
the wooden handles of his knife and fork. They will leave imprints on his
palms. "You know how much I like the birds." Her nose is a beak. Her
eyes, black like a crow. He looks down at his meal. A fly jitters its way
across a greasy hamburger.
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He can feel her stare. It's the one that she gave him on the day he moved in.
No matter how old he gets, he still feels like a child when she looks at him
that way.
"You should eat more, Nana."

Jack Wildern

She doesn't see as he bites down on a knuckle. She doesn't see the red mark
it leaves. Just like she didn't see the burns after Papa worked him shirtless
in the field. His skin, not used to the blazing country sun, blistering in a
cold bathtub.

"No," he says. But he does.

She doesn't hear his breath, trembling as he bares his teeth into the blue
glare of a smiling game show host. Just like she didn't hear his cries when
she scrubbed at that skin with a hard, wet brush and told him how the baby
birds would die, now that he had killed their mother.

"That poor bird. I had to step on it."

"Your mother was pale. You took after her."

His mouth tastes like blood. It's the same taste he had when he was driven
from the city to the farm. The headlights of the car turned the skin on Nana's
face a milky white as she waited on the porch and Papa walked through the
sunflowers towards him. They swayed black and silent against the night sky.

"My mother was beautiful." Even when they removed the lid from the casket
at the funeral so people could stare. Not like Nana. Her face was red and
blotchy. That beak of a nose protruding through folds of loose skin. He didn't
know her or Papa then, and he didn't know that he'd knocked the bird from
the nest until he saw it fall between his legs to the ground below.

"Do you remember when you hurt that bird?"

"I had to step on its neck." She emphasizes the end of the word. Neck. It's
enough to send him to the sink scrubbing at the frying pan. Oily water runs
from his hands as he works at the frothing brown metal. And now it's blood
bubbling from the dying bird under a slippered foot. And cries of innocence
met with Papa's gloved hand. Hard enough to bring ringing to his ears.
"It was an accident," he says. But she hears nothing. Just sits and stares at
her plate.
"The weather was nice today," Nana says. The TV blurts out nothing she can
understand. In the living room, they sit on sofa cushions that have molded to
their bodies. Papa's chair is empty, sunken under his absent weight. "Wasn't
it nice?"

"The weather was nice today," Nana says through a thick growl of phlegm.
She looks at him from her bed. Her eyes sinking into her head as sleep
threatens to take her. The wheezing comes out in long, drawn-out puffs.
The bed next to hers is empty. It's covered in a fine layer of dust. A fly lands
on the pillow.
He leans against the doorframe, waiting for her to say the same thing she
always says. "You'll take me to the doctor tomorrow, won't you?"
And he replies the same way he always does.
"If the weather is nice, Nana."

"Is the TV OK, Nana?" He can still hear her wheezing above the noise and
turns the volume up.
"Let me see you," she says. But he doesn't bother to look at her. The lights are
off and her eyes are not good. "Just as I thought. Pale. You've always been a
pale boy."
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Clouds who look like French Standard Poodles

John B. Oldenborg

Before Facesitting

We go back to your place and you sing me to sleep with the many lullabies
you’ve recorded into the Big Mouth Billy Bass mounted above your bed
I dream of you French-kissing the Big Mouth Billy Bass
Your bedtime voice flaps from the Big Mouth Billy Bass
I admit to you that this is all probably some sort of critical lapse in judgement
but still confess complicated childhood nostalgia
On a scale of one to five I say I suppose
I hear all the right voices

You are meant to laugh
at the clowns No one knows
why Tarzan is clean-shaven
I say to the mahogany
which becomes the sleep number mattress
which my hot date writhes on Oh
I’d love to entrust you
all my impressive incoherent statements
As a curator of so many Tarzan facts
it’s hard to plan physical intimacy
I rouse my lover let’s
relocate to the lake
-bed it’s something I need
every time I’m here
I try to be roughly sexy say
You scared of bees honey or
Goddamn I’ve slept
all winter
It goes over well I think
It’s a shame to believe
all this will be underwater
come summertime And the sun
making tree-whiskers look like clouds
gets surrounded by French Standard Poodles
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At the Laundromat I Spy a Tiger
Eye in the Spin Cycle
A lost sock you dearly miss finds its way
into my laundry basket I haven’t touched
you since the spring Now this sock a sense
of obligation Black-envelope to blanket
new need to hate-fuck I am so determined
to return your sock
When I wear your ankle-biting ghost-white black-cat stitched sock Oh
the sexual tension
I’d hang your sock above the fireplace
but I need you to worry at night
Yes I do
still seriously hate you I could burn your
sock as effigy Foot scent
incense Sweat out
my impurities
It would be a real crime
cause it’s such a cute sock
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Instead I devise maniacal plans
(Evil genius foreplay manacles red
candle wax and sweat you said
always a turn-off)
To return your really cute sock I don black-leather
gloves Cut up the limbs
of your old horse
poems Refashion your language
so the horses say:
“I love licking your missing socks (☉◡☉✿)”
I can’t alter my oblivion into something treatable I smell your sock
I put it into the heart-red envelope
I smell the envelope lick
the envelope smell the envelope send the envelope from
College Hills Meat Shop
1522 E College Ave #1
Normal, Illinois
61761
catty-corner the Kroger
People like me
open clothes dryers before they ring
Hope when you receive this sock
you remember to come wonderfully for me
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Brother
A soft breeze twirling around my calves, a whisper of what’s to come. A little
heads-up. I’ve wondered how, if all matter has meaning, I could hug a breeze
back. Maybe bite it back, depending on the circumstances.
That time, in the Lansing apartment, gray and dark, always cold no
matter what, post-brother dead: we came back to find vines from our sweet
potato twisting around the handles of our kitchen cabinets, reaching toward
the window. I thought, I’m sorry, sweet potato. You deserve more sun than I
can give you here. I apologized, too, when I uncurled a vine from the cabinet
to reach for a glass. Poor sweet potato, I thought. You worked so hard, grew
so big. Now this.
Trekking down the sidewalk, I have heard his laugh every day.
Headphones in or on the phone or with company, it’s in the background,
and then it’s so loud I can’t ignore it. He’s laughing because, astonishingly,
I’ve broken yet another Pyrex, I’m an English major who can’t spell, and do
I remember when we convinced other brother that he was bleeding because
we threw a toy knife painted in fake blood at him? Do I remember how other
brother cried and ran to Mom, holding his elbow where it had bounced
off? Do I remember when I wrapped a baby doll in real baby’s blanket and
proceeded to pretend to drop baby down the stairs? I remember. I laugh. We
laugh together. I wonder where he is. Yikes.
Lately, I have wondered what non-storied matter could even look like. It
would have to be very new, I think? Very new. Just-now new. Pre-seed new?
Who knows.
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Brother

I have felt the wind and instantly longed for the ocean at Orr’s Island,
icy waves somehow always inching toward us. We scaled the rocks, climbed
up, scouring every crack for periwinkles. When we found some, we brought
them to our lips and hummed until they poked out of their shells. Hello!

1 by Kiha Ahn
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Better Than Biologists
Trees are animals
too, moving
much slower than we
would like.
They think us
faster-than-blink
electrons,
arrows at best.
Rust is chameleon red
of wrought iron railings
changing face
to hide in passing centuries.
Only king plastic is eternal,
lifeless, unless you ask
the previous epoch
with her nebulae
brooch
and scarf of stars.
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The cottage is all but forgotten now, left abandoned as it is, in such an outof-the-way place, deep in the woods at the end of the lane, as the family
that lived there once upon a time wanted it to be thought of, though in fact
it wasn’t a lane at all, just a gravel driveway curling off from the busier and
better-known thruway, where a single mailbox stood sentry to the hidden
property beyond. The name on the box was Bell, and that was the only
indication that there might have been someone in residence down there. No
address numbers and no gate either, just the car that Mr. Bell was steering
carefully along that lane that was, in fact, his driveway winding through the
trees that were bare and stark and shadowy because it was late fall, and the
light had already left the sky. This was only the beginning, and so you weren’t
expecting to be afraid of anything except maybe the job itself, your first, as a
babysitter for the child that belonged to the Bells.
Mr. Bell hadn’t stopped talking since you slid into the front seat beside
him, but you’d only been half listening, letting the man who was your
employer and your father’s employee ramble on to fill the otherwise dead
air with sound, leaving you to your own thoughts and no need to respond,
just smile and nod now and then, and you didn’t even have to look at him
if you didn’t want to, which you’d already decided you’d maybe rather not.
Not listening exactly, but you picked up bits and pieces anyway—something
about responsibility and something about time, something about duty and
something about cash—until there you were, pulling up beside the sweet
but artfully dilapidated cottage at the edge of the rectangle where the Bell
family’s lane that was a driveway came to its end.
The cottage itself was redbrick with a tile roof and windows that were
most likely meant to look kindly out upon whoever might be coming by for
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a visit. Mrs. Bell was outside on the porch smoking a cigarette, but where
was the child? That was all you cared about. That was all you wanted to
know. Your charge for the evening, while Mr. and Mrs. Bell were out.
The headlights splashed the gentle face of the cottage, and Mrs. Bell was
standing on the porch. There happened to be a lamp on a table inside near
the window, whose glow put her in silhouette while an orange security light
shone down upon her face from the eaves overhead. She was wearing a fur
coat, and her legs were long, and her heels were high, and a small, sequined
black purse dangled from a gold chain around her wrist. Her face was like a
mask, all made up with lipstick and mascara, and the way the overhead light
hit it made her look to you like some kind of circus clown.
Mr. Bell was so impatient, so anxious not to be late for whatever it was
they were going to be doing that night that he didn’t even get out of the
car. Which left Mrs. Bell to help herself down the steps and into the yard,
crisp with frost. You were heading toward her on the walkway where old
bricks had been unevenly laid, and when you caught your toe on one and
stumbled forward into a fall that might have put an end to the whole evening
right then, Mrs. Bell’s solid body was there to catch you. The fur of her coat
was pressed like a living creature against your face, and the breeze of her
breath was smoky as she let out her own squeak of surprise before pulling
herself away.
“Don’t worry,” Mrs. Bell was saying. The child had already been put to
bed, so there was nothing else to be done. It had gone out like a light, she
said, and now it was upstairs, fast asleep. It had been worn out after a day of
some kind of work or play, she went on, but the truth was that she’d given it
something to help it sleep. So she said to you, “Just make yourself at home,
dear.” And then she turned away and got into the car, so there you were, left
alone to look after yourself as Mr. Bell backed his car around and pulled
away. Flash of brake lights and they were gone, and the cold night closed in
around you like the fade to black at the end of a cinematic scene.
You’d never babysat before, but you thought you were prepared. You’d
been taught some kind of training in an after-school program for girls.
Among its other offerings had been a class in childcare that made sure
you knew just what to do if anything went wrong. And you’d brought
the recommended bag of tools and treats to keep both you and the child
occupied and entertained until the parents came home. A book to read and
a bear to hold and a packet of macaroons wrapped in cellophane.
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The cottage was warm and softly lit inside. The child was safe in its bed
upstairs. Hopeful, you tiptoed up to peek at it, but yes, it was as described,
already fast asleep.
And dreaming. What could have been the story the child had been telling
itself in its dreams? What would be the story you would be telling yourself in
yours? You stood over the child, watching its eyes moving behind its bluish
lids, engaged in a world within that no one else would ever know. And yet
the trees outside the window had begun to sway, as if they understood. They
were tossed in the sudden wind as we are all tossed in the illusion of time,
as if it might be a ribbon running out straight and true from then to now
to then instead of the snarl in a child’s fine hair, twisting there against the
pillow as it tossed and turned, knotted into the weight of its vulnerable skull,
a dreamworld rising and ebbing within that delicate sphere, the sparking
of that brain, flooding neurons to create scenarios and sets, a stage for the
impossible and a screen for the secret theater of sleep.
You were weary yourself, after a day of battle with your friends, your
friends who weren’t really your friends, just some other girls who chattered
like chipmunks, cheeks full of gossip, and if you could have found a way to
smile just so or to walk that way or to sing along with them, then they would
never have known how much you despised them, and yourself too while you
were at it.
Time passed. The child was asleep upstairs, and now you were dozing
too, downstairs, in a pool of television glow. The wind outside had gentled,
and the trees were swaying ever so gracefully in response when there came
a footstep on the stairs, a creaking on the floorboards, not in your dreams,
not in your head, but in your ears and in the house, snapping you awake
so that matter might swirl back into consciousness; everything was in its
place again, the set reset. TV screen black. Room dark. Shadows outside. No
stars. Not even a moon in an overcast sky. Just you yawning and stretching
and sitting up, rubbing your eyes to see the child, so small, standing in the
doorway, watching you.
You opened your mouth to say its name. But wait, what was its name?
You couldn’t remember, or maybe you’d never been told. So you whispered,
“Child? Dear?” And the child blinked and smiled, so maybe that was right.
You were up and with the child then. You took it to the bathroom down
the hall, near the kitchen, a small cramped space, just a toilet behind a door.
The child knew what to do. It didn’t need any help, but you left the door
open and stood in the passageway to wait with your face to the wall for
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privacy’s sake. When the child was finished, it headed for the kitchen, and
you followed.
The moon was in the window, and the nodding trees were throwing
shadows on the ceiling and the floor. The child burrowed into your bag to
find the macaroons. You opened the refrigerator and light boomed out. You
found the carton of milk and then a cup that hung on a hook beside the sink.
You sat at the table with the child, and the child insisted the two of you share.
So a bite for the child and then a bite for you. A sip of milk for the child and
then a sip for you too. Like that, until it was all gone.
You knew who you were and what you were: the babysitter. It was your
job to get the child back to bed and back to sleep again before Mr. and Mrs.
Bell came home. You yawned. And smiled. “I brought you a bear,” you said.
And then, “I will read you a story if you like.” The child agreed and led the
way back upstairs again.
You tucked the child back in under its blanket with the bear you’d
brought for company. You opened the book you’d brought too, and you
began to read—“‘’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves did gyre and gimble in
the wabe...’”—but before you got any further, the child had already rolled
away, back down into the shadows of dreamland again. So that was that.
You, however, were wide awake, and so maybe you went from room to
room, looking for something, but you weren’t sure what, and it was clear
there wasn’t anything there for you anyway. You were a wraith, wandering
that space where you did not belong.
On the desktop in the hallway beside the phone there was a pad of
paper, and on it was the name “John Bell” written over and over again.
You wondered, Was it a forgery at practice? Or was it simply an attempt at
eternal love? There were hearts in the margins, and in one corner and then
on down along the side, it said “Mrs. John Bell,” repeated like a mantra in
an attempt to make it stick. Over and over again. Like Mrs. Bell couldn’t
believe her luck.
There was liquor in the cabinet next to the television set in their bedroom
and a worn paperback book with a lurid cover on the table beside the bed.
You opened it and read a paragraph, then a page, before putting it back
where it belonged.
Eventually the Bells came home. Headlights shone in the window, and
there they were.
There was friction in the air. Something must have happened, but you
didn’t know what. An argument of some kind. Mr. Bell went straight upstairs
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to the bedroom and closed the door without a word and without taking off
his coat, which left you standing there in the hallway, wondering, and Mrs.
Bell posed in the doorway watching you. Her lipstick was smeared; her hair
was mussed; her dress was askew on her body; her eyes in her head were red.
She said she’d drive you home now, but she was drunk, wasn’t she? So
you said, “No, thank you,” and pushed your way past her and out the door
and on across the lawn, straight into the woods. You would walk. You’d find
your own way home. Mr. and Mrs. Bell hadn’t paid you, but you didn’t care
about that anymore, although you were pretty sure your parents were going
to be angry, with you and with the Bells, both. If you even told them about
what had happened. If you even said.
Because, what if you were just to keep it all to yourself? What if you were
to let them assume Mr. Bell drove you home, and then they wouldn’t have to
respond. They wouldn’t have to blame Mr. Bell for leaving you on your own
this way. They wouldn’t have to blame Mrs. Bell for getting drunk. But if you
told the truth, then it was possible that Mr. Bell would lose his job. You had
it within your power to see to that. You could have told your father, who was
Mr. Bell’s boss, that the Bells were terrible people. If you wanted them to
suffer, that is. If you wanted them to disappear.
The woods were magic in the moonlight. A mirage, or maybe still a
dream that didn’t seem quite real to you as you made your way along the
path that wound through the trees toward home. The silence was deep,
and it drowned out the sound of your own breath and your footsteps on
the trail, as if the woods were listening to you, watching your shadow as
it moved. Safe and unharmed. Invulnerable, it must have seemed. Whole
unto yourself. You whispered your own name, and the silence responded,
accepting it, accepting you, just as you were.
You knew the way back. You were on the right path, and it was all very
familiar to you. At some point, a dog joined you, and the two of you walked
on, side by side. Or maybe it was a wolf.
We could tell this by the tracks, later, when the search parties went out.
The Boy Scouts and the police and a whole community of caring neighbors,
all of us together, poking at the dirt and leaves and grasses, in and out of
the trees, focused on the ground, looking for some bit of evidence, other
footprints maybe, but there were none, only what looked to be the traces of a
large animal, pawed and clawed, who seemed to be in some sort of company
with you. That’s what your mother thought, anyway. That’s what she told the
reporters. “My child was not alone out there,” she said. And we could see
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the serenity in her face, as if she knew what had happened to you and had
accepted it as unavoidable and true.
You stepped from the woods onto soft grass. Your own backyard. Your
own house, dark with all the lights off. As if no one was expecting you. As
if everyone had left. You were standing in the yard, and you were looking
at that dilapidated cottage that had always been your home, as if you were
seeing it for the first time. Or remembering it from some time long ago,
when you were a child yourself. How strange, you thought, and with that
a light popped on in the window upstairs. The window into your own
bedroom. Where your own face appeared so that the child you were seeing
was yourself as you tried to come back again, to who you were, or at least
to who you had been then. Once upon a lost and long-forgotten element of
time.
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Notes
1. The title of "RE: Y'all Think Bird Get Lost?" on page 95 is borrowed from a
Twitter post by @FunTeddy, dated September 25, 2020
2. Page 107 quotes lines 39-45 of Judy Grahn's poem "A Woman Is Talking to
Death," 1974.
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